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Abstract
S
CIENTIFIC reports from around the world present us with the undeniable fact that
the global ecosystem is undergoing severe change. As this shift accelerates, it is
ever more critical that we are able to quantify the local effects of such changes, and
further, their implications, from our daily life to the biological processes that put
food on our tables.
In this thesis, we study the application of sensor network technology to the observation and
estimation of highly local phenomena—specifically at a scale between ten to several hundred
square meters. Embedding knowledge about the observed process directly into the sensor
nodes’ behavior via dedicated resource management or control algorithms allows us to deploy
dense networks with low power requirements.
Ecological systems are notoriously complex. In our work we must thus be highly experimental;
it is our highest goal that we construct an approach to environmental monitoring that is not
only realistic, but practical for real-world use.
Our approach is centered on a commercially available sensor network product, aided by an
off-the-shelf quadrotor with minimal customization. We validate our approach through a
series of experiments performed from simulation all the way to reality, in deployments lasting
days to several months.
We motivate the need for local data via two case studies examining physical phenomena. First,
employing novel modalities, we study the eclosion of a common agricultural pest. We present
our efforts to acquire data that is more local than commonly employed methods, culminating
in a six month deployment in a Swiss apple orchard. Next, we apply an environmental fluid
dynamics model to enable the estimation of sensible heat flux using an inexpensive sensor. We
integrate the sensor with a wireless sensor network and validate its capabilities in a short-term
deployment.
Acquiring meaningful data on a local scale requires that we advance the state of the art
in multiple aspects. Static sensor networks present a classical tension between resolution,
autonomy, and accuracy. We explore the performance of algorithms aimed at providing
v
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all three, showing explicitly what is required to implement these approaches for real-world
applications in an autonomous deployment under uncontrolled conditions.
Eventually, spatial resolution is limited by network density. Such limits may be overcome by
the use of mobile sensors. We explore the use of an off-the-shelf quadrotor, equipped with
environmental sensors, as an additional element in a system of heterogeneous sensing nodes.
Through a series of indoor and outdoor experiments, we quantify the contribution of such a
mobile sensor, and various strategies for planning its path.
Keywords: environmental monitoring, sensor networks, mobile sensing
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Résumé
D
Es études scientifiques du monde entier nous rapportent le fait indéniable
que l’ensemble d’écosystème subi de sévères changements. Le phénomène
s’accélérant, il est plus que jamais essentiel de quantifier les effets locaux de
ces changements, et leurs implications, de nos vies quotidiennes jusqu’aux
processus biologiques qui permettent de nous nourrir.
Dans cette thèse nous étudions la technologie des réseaux de capteurs et leurs applications
pour l’observation et l’estimation de phénomènes hautement locaux, spécifiquement à une
échelle entre dix et plusieurs centaines de mètres carrés. Intégration les connaissances des
processus observé directement dans le logiciel du réseau de capteurs, à travers la gestion de
ressources dédiée ou des algorithmes de contrôle, nous permettent de déployer des réseaux
denses avec des besoins en énergie réduit.
Les systèmes écologiques sont notoirement complexes, raison pour laquelle notre travail est
hautement expérimental ; notre but ultime n’est pas seulement de construire une approche
réaliste de la surveillance de l’environnement, mais aussi applicable à un monde non acadé-
mique. Notre approche utilise un système de réseau de capteurs disponible dans le commerce
de même qu’un quadcoptère avec un minimum de modifications. Nous validons notre ap-
proche à travers une série d’expériences allant de la simulation au déploiement sur le terrain,
avec des durées allant de quelques jours à plusieurs mois.
Nous motivons le besoin de données locales par deux études de cas examinant des phéno-
mènes physiques. Premièrement, utilisant de nouvelles modalités, nous étudions l’éclosion
d’un nuisible agricole commun. Nous présentons nos efforts pour collecter des données que
ceux communément employés, débouchant sur un déploiement de 6 mois dans un verger
de pommes en Suisse. Ensuite nous utilisons un modèle environnemental de dynamique
des fluides permettant l’estimation de flux de chaleur sensible en utilisant un capteur peu
onéreux. Nous intégrons the capteur dans un réseau sans fil et validons ses capacités dans un
déploiement de courte durée.
Acquérir des données significatives à une échelle locale requière que nous fassions avancer
vii
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l’état de l’art dans plusieurs aspects. Les réseaux de capteurs statiques classiques mettant en
tension les nécessités de résolution, autonomie et précision. Nous explorons la performance
d’algorithmes visant à obtenir les trois, montrant explicitement ce qui est nécessaire pour
implémenter ces approches dans des applications réelles dont le déploiement est autonome
et les conditions ne sont pas contrôlées.
Éventuellement, la résolution spatiale est limitée par la densité du réseau. Ces limites peuvent
être dépassées en utilisant des capteurs mobiles. Nous explorons l’utilisation d’un quadcoptère
du commerce équipé avec des capteurs environnementaux comme un élément additionnel
dans un système hétérogène de capteurs. À travers une série d’expériences, tant à l’intérieur
qu’à l’extérieur, nous quantifions la contribution de ce capteur mobile et les diverses stratégies
pour planifier son chemin.
Mots-clés : surveillance de l’environnement, les réseaux de capteurs, capteurs mobiles
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Part IIntroduction
1

1 Outline
S
ENSING and observation is the foundation on which modern science has built its
understanding of our universe. The quest for this understanding is driven endlessly
forward not just by our curiosity, but in the face of climate change, by will against
regress.
Cydia pomonella, the codling moth, is an insect pest that afflicts fruit-bearing orchards around
the world. Like most moths, they are primarily ectothermic, i.e., they rely on their environment
for body heat, and their development speed and lifetime is thus heavily dependent on ambient
temperature. The Valais region of Switzerland typically sees two full generations of the codling
moth each year. That is, between the spring and fall, the codling moth will fly, mate, and
reproduce (thus destroying precious fruit) twice before finally returning to hibernation.
Farmers in Valais take a wide range of precautionary measures to prevent the growth and
spread of this pest, ranging from the application of pesticides to mating disruption, at risk of
major crop losses. Codling moth management requires predicting the current life stage of the
pest based on environmental indicators (primarily temperature) in order to deploy precisely
timed countermeasures. In Switzerland, a national research organization called Agroscope
performs this modeling, and issues an advisory to farmers, which, if followed, mitigates this
source of crop damage.
However, the global environment is a complex dynamical system that is currently undergoing
an accelerating shift. Rising global mean temperature is one of the most obvious symptoms of
this change [1], and it is not without effect on our biological ecosystem. Indeed, a recent study
has shown that at the current rate of change, increasing global temperatures will lead to Valais
seeing three generations of the codling moth each year [2].
This is just an example of the many ways our changing environment affects biological pro-
cesses [3], at least some of which the human race depends on for prosperity and even survival.
These changes will test our understanding of these processes—and when our understanding
fails, we must ultimately revert to sensing and observation.
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Chapter 1. Outline
1.1 Objective and Organization
Advances in sensing and communication technology during the last few decades have made
it possible to directly observe or indirectly estimate a breadth of phenomena that we could
previously reason about only theoretically. The falling costs and increasing autonomy of
these technologies has led to additional interest in the study of local (spatial) variations in
environmental processes.
This dissertation contributes to enabling the sensing of microclimate-scale environmental
processes with high spatial density. We design, build and employ multi-sensor systems that—
using intelligence embedded at the node level—observe and estimate real-world phenomena
in such a fashion that takes into account system resources such as energy and per-station cost.
We divide this manuscript into five parts: an introduction, followed by three parts describing
our experimental case studies, and finally concluding with a discussion and summary.
Part I: Introduction We first outline the core concepts and motivation behind our work. A
qualitative framework is produced that incorporates the various themes of our research.
Finally, this part describes the core toolset used throughout our work, including our
hardware platforms, custom extensions, onboard software architectures and simulators.
Part II: Model-Driven Sampling Our first experimental part describes two concrete contribu-
tions of WSN technology to environmental monitoring, in which we leverage different
physical models of a biological and an environmental fluid dynamic system to drive
system design. We present and discuss field results from both applications.
Part III: Data-Aware Efficient Communication In this part we take a closer look at the cost
of transmitting sensor data in a multihop WSN. We take a previously proposed efficient
monitoring algorithm from theory to reality, and detail necessary modifications and
optimizations needed to tailor it to a real-world environment.
Part IV: Hybrid-Mobility Sensor Networks In our final experimental case study, we consider
the added utility of a mobile sensor operating in cooperation with static nodes. We
develop a quantitative framework for modeling and estimating 2D spatial environmental
fields with simple optical sensors, based on Gaussian process regression. We evaluate
multiple strategies for guiding this sensor over an environmental field to fill gaps left by a
static sensor deployment in a series of realistic simulations and real-world experiments.
Part V: Discussion The final part of this thesis gives a comprehensive discussion of the above
case studies, providing lessons learned, summarizes our contribution and general
outlook.
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1.2 Contributions and Publications
Our primary contributions and associated publications are listed below.
Part II: Model-Driven Sampling We first explore the utility of environmental monitoring with
high spatial density in two scenarios, each backed by an established physical model.
The first is a biologically driven sensing modality—the presence of mating adult codling
moths in an apple orchard. We present the integration of several technologies, in
collaboration with Sensorscope, to build a system for not only detecting the moth’s
presence, but also predicting the life stage of the pest using locally gathered data. In
collaboration with Agroscope, Switzerland’s national agricultural research organization,
we validate our models against local trap catches, and present a discussion of the
limitations of our approach. Second, we use a recently proposed statistical technique
to perform sensible heat flux estimation with high spatial density, fully integrating the
approach with a commercial sensor network system. An underlying physical model
of the phenomenon is used to drastically reduce the cost per node. We note that the
reference deployment was performed in part by Hendrik Huwald, Chad Higgins, and
Marc Parlange. Alexander Bahr assisted with hardware design and field deployment in
both of the above case studies. Benjamin Bejar developed the moth recognition and
counting algorithms used above.
■ W. C. Evans, B. Bejar, A. Bahr, M. Vetterli, and A. Martinoli, “Monitoring and
predicting the presence of the adult the codling moth with a camera-based sensor
network.”, 2015, in preparation.
■ H. Huwald, C. Higgins, A. Bahr, W. C. Evans, M. Parlange, and A. Martinoli, “Sensi-
ble heat flux from wireless environmental sensor networks”, Journal of Atmospheric
and Oceanic Technology, to be resubmitted.
■ A. Bahr, W. C. Evans, A. Martinoli, H. Huwald, C. Higgins, and M. Parlange, “Measur-
ing sensible heat flux with high spatial density”, in 2012 IEEE Sensors Applications
Symposium (SAS), Feb. 2012, pp. 1–6.
Part III: Data-Aware Efficient Communication This chapter contains multiple experimental
contributions in the area of efficient communication in sensor networks. We bring
a selected efficient monitoring algorithm—CONCH—from literature to a real-world
platform, detailing modifications to the algorithm necessary to make it feasible outside
of simulation. To the best of our knowledge, we present the first results using this
algorithm not only on real data, but in a real deployment. We proceed to present and
evaluate DCONCH, a reworking of the original algorithm that is able to more quickly
adapt to changing environmental patterns. Using a custom power monitoring extension
board developed in collaboration with Alexander Bahr, in conjunction with calibrated
simulations, we show that despite significantly reducing the total data transmitted,
there is no measurable power savings, illustrating that suppression-based algorithms
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are unlikely to be useful on real-world systems without major changes to commonly
used network protocols.
■ W. C. Evans, A. Bahr, and A. Martinoli, “Distributed spatiotemporal suppression
for environmental data collection in real-world sensor networks”, in 9th IEEE
International Conference on Distributed Computing in Sensor Systems (DCOSS),
Cambridge, MA, USA, May 2013, pp. 70–79.
■ W. C. Evans, A. Bahr, and A. Martinoli, “Evaluating efficient data collection algo-
rithms for environmental sensor networks”, in Proceedings of the 10th International
Symposium on Distributed Autonomous Robotic Systems, ser. Springer Tracts in
Advanced Robotics, vol. 83, Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2013, pp. 77–89.
■ W. C. Evans, A. Bahr, and A. Martinoli, “A flexible in situ power monitoring unit for
environmental sensor networks”, in IEEE/RSJ IROS Workshop on Environmental
Monitoring (WREM), Oct. 2012.
■ A. Prorok, W. C. Evans, and A. Martinoli, “An adaptive field estimation algorithm
for sensor networks in dynamic environments”, in Workshop on Robotics for En-
vironmental Monitoring (WREM); International Conference on Intelligent Robots
and Systems (IROS), Sep. 2011.
Part IV: Hybrid-Mobility Sensor Networks In this chapter we propose a novel testbed for
evaluating the usefulness of a mobile sensor operating among static nodes in a WSN. We
again select a commercially available platform, and design a comprehensive approach
for using said platform to construct a two-dimensional field estimate with a given sensor.
We compare the performance of various path planning strategies in cooperation with
preexisting static nodes in a calibrated simulator and in our indoor testbed. Both Steven
Roelofsen and Jnaneshwar Das assisted with the experimental aspect of this effort.
■ W. C. Evans, S. Roelofsen, P. Flikkema, and A. Martinoli, “Environmental field
estimation with a low resolution sensor”, in Proceedings of the International Con-
ference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS 15), Hamburg, Germany, Sep. 2015,
submitted.
■ J. Das, W. C. Evans, M. Minnig, A. Bahr, G. Sukhatme, and A. Martinoli, “Environ-
mental sensing using land-based spectrally-selective cameras and a quadcopter”,
in Proceedings of the Thirteenth Int. Symp. on Experimental Robotics, ser. Springer
Tracts in Advanced Robotics, vol. 88, Springer International Publishing, 2013,
pp. 259–272.
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2 Approach and Challenges
D
ENSE static networks and mobile sensors present complementary means of
sensing and estimating phenomena with small-scale spatial variability. In eval-
uating the application of these means to various scenarios, our foremost goal
is to keep our approach not only grounded in reality, but practical for imple-
mentation and reuse. Thus, whenever possible, we build our systems around inexpensive,
commercially-available platforms, and evaluate our work in real-world environments.
This chapter proceeds as follows. In Section 2.1, we provide background on the various
themes in our work. In Section 2.3, we describe the guiding principles of the approach we take
throughout the rest of the manuscript.
2.1 Background
Our work incorporates two primary themes: environmental monitoring and wireless sensor
networks.
2.1.1 Environmental Monitoring
By definition, environmental processes have an inherent spatial structure—consider Wardo
Tobler’s famous quote, “Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more
related than distant things.” [13].
2.2 Sensor Classification
See Figure 2.2. We classify sensors as remote versus in situ, active versus passive. Passive
sensor—a photographic camera—versus its active counterpart, a camera with a flash.
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Figure 2.1 – Environmental data is by definition well-correlated over space and time. For
example, (a) ambient temperature changes smoothly throughout the day, and (b) over space,
composite thermal image of an arrangement of electrical heaters.
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Figure 2.2 – Sensors can be classified as either active or passive, remote or in situ.
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In situ
In situ sensors are defined by their physical contact with the phenomena under measure.
Remote
Remote sensing, in contrast to the above, measure information about a phenomena from a
distance, often by collecting reflected light.
Active remote sensors operate by emitting a kind of signal into the environment and measuring
its reflection, e.g., as in the case of flash photography. Passive remote sensors collect a signal
transmitted from an external source, such as sunlight.
2.3 Approach
In this thesis, we take a distributed intelligent sensing approach to measuring environmental
process with high spatial density.
2.3.1 Distributed Sensing
Traditionally, much of environmental monitoring is done at a large spatial scale, using (possibly
extremely) expensive and high quality sensors, e.g. the aforementioned MeteoSwiss weather
stations or Earth observing satellites. In this section we discuss a distributed sensing approach:
the use of many less expensive (and generally less accurate) sensors, distributed over a smaller
area.
Particularly for immobile, in situ sensors, distributed sensing offers the only route to achiev-
ing any kind of spatial resolution. Remote sensors may also benefit—multiple nodes can
contribute additional coverage or improved resolution.
However, this shift to a distributed architecture involves multiple tradeoffs. First and fore-
most, in order to feasibly deploy a large number of stations, they must be proportionally
less expensive as compared to their monolithic counterparts. This puts a great pressure on
minimizing energy storage and energy harvesting—active, power hungry sensors are thus
difficult to justify in our proposed scenario. Radio usage must be optimized. Perhaps counter-
intuitively, this may lead to increased complexity due to for instance multihop networking
with multiple radios (long range versus short range), ultra low power protocols, power-aware
sensing strategies, and/or in-network data compression.
While energy harvesting techniques, such as solar power collection, may be employed, mini-
mizing the power consumed by a sensor node is of critical importance. Again, particularly
when considering the deployment of a dense network of many nodes, equipping each with a
solar panel and large battery may be cost prohibitive. Further, it may make the stations too
9
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Figure 2.3 – The SwissEx Wannengrat deployment. Harsh and inaccessible environments make
it difficult to adjust the network over time.1
bulky to deploy in some scenarios, such as remote areas reachable only by helicopter (i.e., due
to limited or expensive cargo space, as in the Wannengrat deployment, see Figure 2.3).
2.3.2 Intelligent Sensing
As hinted above, high node density often implies increased node complexity. As more nodes
are concentrated in a single area, embedded intelligence is required due to power concerns.
Intelligence is cheap compared to actuating a costly sensor or a radio—making local decisions
about when to take a sample and what to communicate about that sample (or indeed, whether
to communicate anything at all) is vital.
Intelligent nodes are nearly a necessary condition for the distributed approach—nodes must
cooperate in order for communication to be scalable (in terms of power efficiency/cost).
Mobility and its associated costs change the picture dramatically. Typically speaking, and
certainly for all of the modalities we consider in this thesis, the energy consumed by the act
of self-locomotion is orders of magnitude greater than that consumed in the act of sensing.
Thus, when we consider the optimization of a mobile sensor, we are no longer interested in
when we sample, but where. Such devices may have an autonomy as low as fifteen minutes,
during which time they must sample an area that is very large, or very dynamic, as compared
to their speed. For mobile sensors, we are thus interested in computing a path that maximizes
the utility of the sensor data collected during this brief period.
1Photograph by Walter Steinkogler.
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T
HE experimental approach necessitates that we adopt a stable yet flexible set
of tools. These two qualities, stability and flexibility, are often in competition—
building a system from scratch, for example, allows us to exactly tailor our platform
to our research trajectory. However, developing and relying on a bespoke solution
not only incurs significant cost, it also limits the impact of the achieved result. We thus
constrain our search to commercially available and mature platforms that still allow us to
modify and extend their internals.
Ultimately, we select one static and one mobile sensor platform for our work: Sensorscope, a
commercially available static sensor network product [14], and the Ascending Technologies
(AscTec) Hummingbird [15], [16], a miniature quadrotor capable of carrying both a small
sensor payload and extra computational resources. The rest of this section is devoted to
motivating these choices with respect to their alternatives, and detailing the ways in which
they have been extended for our needs.
3.1 Static Platform: System Overview
Sensorscope is a commercial platform for environmental monitoring which has seen extensive
use in scientific deployments (e.g., [17]–[19]). At the time we chose to build on the Sensorscope
platform, it was still rapidly evolving; in the interest of stability we froze on Sensorscope V2.3.0
(2010 era), and the rest of the section describes this particular revision of the Sensorscope
system. We were privileged with hardware schematics and source code for the stations and
server, which enabled us to extend the platform to suit our needs.
We note that even static sensor networks have extremely broad applications, and limiting our
approach to any single platform is thus unlikely to yield universal results. We discuss this
issue in further depth and describe the specific limitations imposed by our choice in platform
in Section 3.1.2. We mitigate this issue by choosing a platform that has seen repeated use in
actual scientific deployments in a variety of environments.
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Sensor modules
Datalogger
Figure 3.1 – Sensorscope station on the rooftop of EPFL’s GR building.
3.1.1 Sensorscope Station
Here we describe Sensorscope’s software and hardware architecture as far as it relates to our
work. A broader look at the Sensorscope system can be found in [20], [21].
Individual stations are typically deployed with a number of environmental sensors (see Fig-
ure 3.1) attached in a daisy chained fashion from a central collection and logging board,
henceforth referred to as the datalogger. The datalogger also features a short-range radio,
which it may use to form a multi-hop network with other nearby stations, and optionally
a long range GSM transceiver for sending data out of the network. Sensor detection and
network configuration is performed autonomously when a station is activated, providing
out-of-the-box operation, a key feature for environmental scientists.
Typical deployments number in the range from one to twenty stations, however, Sensorscope
has seen short-term scientific deployments of up to 92 nodes [17], and currently maintains a
multi-year 52 station deployment in Valais, among others. Nodes in the network organize in a
tree topology descending from the nearest station with a GSM radio, i.e., the sink, with which
they time-synchronize and to which they forward all collected sensor data.
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Figure 3.2 – (left) Sensor module and (right) its attached Sensirion SHT75 digital tempera-
ture/humidity sensor.
Hardware Description
The stations are built around the datalogger, a central processing board that is responsible for
collecting data from its sensor bus while simultaneously maintaining a multi-hop network
with its neighbors. The datalogger contains ShockFish TinyNode 584 [22], running a software
suite based on TinyOS 2.x. Local communication is performed in the 868 MHz band using
a Semtech XE1205 radio transceiver, with a range approaching one kilometer given clear
line of sight. Optional long range communication is performed via a Telit GM862-GPS GPRS
modem. Sensor measurements may be stored to an onboard microSD card. The electronics are
protected by an environmentally sealed container with external connectors for the antenna,
sensor bus and solar panel.
Sensor Loadout
Each sensor is attached to its own module, separate from the datalogger, which contains its
own microprocessor that supports components for sensor sampling and hardware for driving
the SPI bus (see Figure 3.2). This architecture imposes very little constraints on the sensor
itself, allowing sampling and intermediate processing to be done asynchronously with the
operation of the datalogger. Periodically, all sensors are polled for their latest measurements,
which are sent to the datalogger for storage and transmission out of the network.
Sensorscope supports a variety of sensors out of the box. Here we summarize the charac-
teristics of the sensors used in this thesis, barring custom built sensors we describe in later
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chapters. We use the Davis solar radiation sensor, Davis anemometer, the Sensirion SHT11 or
SHT75 digital temperature/humidity (for availability reasons). The sensor itself is housed in a
layered radiation shield that serves to protect the sensor from the elements while still allowing
accurate sensing (see Figure 3.2). The corresponding sensor module runs on TI’s MSP430F149
microprocessor.
In-network Algorithm
Sensorscope employs two types of stations: slaves, which communicate only over their short
range radio, and masters (i.e., sinks), which collect data from all connected slaves and transmit
that data to an off-site server via a cellular network. In the following section we describe the
in-network algorithm that enables slaves to forward their data to the sink, and the operation
of the long range radio in transmitting data out of the network.
Each station, slave or master, executes the same algorithm for sensor sampling and local
communication. The temperature sensor is sampled every 60 seconds. In order to mitigate
per-transmission overhead, these sensor values are aggregated into a single packet until either
the packet is full (maximum 48 byte payload) or until the packet is ten minutes old (i.e., due to
infrequent sampling). Sensor values are timestamped by the datalogger, storing the packet’s
first measurement’s full timestamp (i.e., seconds since the epoch), while only storing the delta
with subsequent samples. In our system, in order to get a clear picture of the effect of data
suppression, only the temperature is transmitted over the network. Other sensed data, such
as network statistics, power consumption, and battery status are exclusively written to the
onboard microSD card.
The short-range radio is duty-cycled, turning on every two minutes for a variable window of
time. This window is between 4 and 60 seconds long (with two seconds of padding), depending
on how much the station and its neighbors usually send each cycle. The window length is
adjusted by maximally one second per cycle, until between 60–80% of the frame is spent either
sending or receiving packets. Sensorscope uses the Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)
MAC protocol for packet transmission, and all sensor data is sent from station to station in a
reliable fashion (i.e., with packet acknowledgments).
Each node with a route to the sink sends a beacon at the beginning of every radio cycle. The
beacon contains information for routing, time synchronization and adjustment of the frame
length, and is additionally used to estimate link quality with neighboring stations. Each station
tracks the number of beacons received by its neighbors during the last 16 radio cycles. A station
must have received at least 11/16 of the most recent beacons from a neighbor to consider it
for routing purposes.
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GPRS
Each network may contain multiple master stations, each with a GPRS module for off-site
data transmission. Every fifteen minutes, master stations activate their GPRS modules and
connect to a preprogrammed server via the Internet. On successful connection, the station
authenticates itself to the server using a pre-shared key. It receives a global time reference,
and updates its clock accordingly. Data packets are then combined and sent as 3500 byte
blocks, but are not interleaved, i.e., each subpacket contains sensor data from a single station
maximally spanning over ten minutes, and each subpacket is packed back-to-back. The
station waits as long as 10 seconds to receive an acknowledgment from the server before
sending its next block.
GPRS operation is done out of phase with the short-range radio. Operating in our suburban en-
vironment, the GPRS module typically takes 25–40 seconds after being powered on to connect
to the external server, which leaves about between 20–90 seconds for data transmission before
the next short-range radio phase begins. We observe a typical speed of 2–3 kbps, allowing
about 6000 sensor measurements to be transmitted per cycle per master (assuming a 4 byte
payload).
3.1.2 Limitations
Sensorscope is a well-suited platform for environmental monitoring with high spatial density
in the scenarios we consider in this manuscript. However, it may not suit applications that
require a high datarate, or that have real-time constraints on latency.
3.2 Static Platform: Power Monitoring
While software performance logging allows us to monitor an algorithm’s performance (in
terms of the reduction in transmitted data, for example), we are ultimately interested in the
actual power consumed by each station. We have thus developed an extension board for the
Sensorscope datalogger that allows for in situ power monitoring, henceforth referred to as the
power board [9].
3.2.1 Related Work
Power monitoring is a highly sought-after feature for WSNs. iCount [23] and SPOT [24] provide
energy monitoring functionality. Aveksha [25] is a more featured extension board developed
for the TelosB platform, providing energy monitoring and software tracing. By making minor
modifications to the TelosB mote, they are able to take advantage of the microcontroller’s
debug features to provide this functionality in a non-intrusive fashion.
Our approach is unique in that it is closely integrated with a system designed for use outside
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Figure 3.3 – The power board fits inside the datalogger over the original board.
of laboratory settings, with the capability to separately monitor incoming and outgoing power
for different subsystems.
3.2.2 Power board
We have developed a power monitoring extension board that integrates seamlessly with
Sensorscope’s existing architecture. The board logs power consumption data to local storage
as well as over the network (like any other sensor in the Sensorscope system). It is also
capable of providing real-time information to the station itself, which has applications beyond
performance evaluation, such as power-aware networking algorithms or advanced charge
controllers.
Sensorscope Integration
The power board fits inside the datalogger’s enclosure, resting over the main board, intercept-
ing the ribbon cables connecting its power source and sensor chain (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4).
This approach allows the power board to be used without requiring any mechanical or electri-
cal modification to existing stations. By measuring the current passing through these ribbon
cables, the power board is able to monitor the station’s complete energy budget, including
incoming energy from the station’s solar panel, and energy used by the datalogger, sensor
chain, and the power board itself. In addition to power monitoring, the power board is able to
disconnect the attached solar panel, allowing the implementation of a software-based charge
controller.
The power board has its own microcontroller (TI’s MSP430F1611), which allows it to function
similarly to other sensors on the bus. It reports measured power data to the datalogger via the
SPI bus, as per any other sensor. However, although current measurements are taken at 5 Hz,
this bus was not intended for streaming sensor data. Thus, the power board reports the mean,
minimum and maximum values over each reporting period (one minute in our case). For ex
situ experimentation, a UART port is included on the power board, allowing one to record
high resolution data (at 115200 baud) as is shown later in this document.
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(a) Sensorscope datalogger.
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(b) Sensorscope datalogger with power board.
Figure 3.4 – Block diagram of the Sensorscope datalogger (a) alone and (b) with the power
board intercepting incoming and outgoing connections.
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Figure 3.5 – Power board data from one station during normal deployment. Here we observe
the behavior of our voltage-threshold charge controller. Upper and lower thresholds marked
as the dotted lines at 14.0 V and 12.8 V, respectively. The charging period corresponds to the
spike in incoming solar power.
We performed a ten station deployment around EPFL’s campus in order to evaluate the power
board’s robustness. Selected results from this deployment can be seen in Figure 3.5. When
the battery voltage falls below the charging threshold, the power board connects the solar
panel and solar current increases dramatically as the batteries recharge. The upper threshold
is reached in under an hour, and the solar panel is again disconnected.
We have also used the board to characterize the power consumption of various station activi-
ties, as seen in Figure 3.6. Note that the consumption measured by the power board closely
matches that measured by current probe. The power board has limited temporal resolution
compared to our oscilloscope, and does not capture the effect of the datalogger’s switching
voltage regulator, among other factors.
Validation
While the power board was designed to give quantitative results regarding algorithms deployed
in real-world environments, such experiments are time consuming and may yield dramatically
different results between runs. It is thus critical that we leverage power board data to estimate
power consumption during repeated simulations over the same datasets.
The above Sensorscope characterization allows us to add realistic power consumption esti-
mates to TOSSIM [26] simulations. In Figure 3.7 we present a comparison of simulated power
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Figure 3.7 – Comparison of real-world versus simulated power consumption as a function of
per-frame payload. Each data point represents the power consumed during one entire radio
cycle (two minutes), averaged over a 14 minute period.
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Figure 3.8 – Energy consumed by TinyNode radio transmission by packet payload size and
transmission power. Packets of increasing payload size from 0 to 48 bytes were sent via the
TinyNode’s Semtech XE1205 radio, while power was logged by oscilloscope.
consumption versus data measured by the power board on a real station. The station under
measure operated as a typical Sensorscope slave station (i.e., without GPRS), transmitting
between zero and six kilobytes of sensor data per cycle. The monitored station is one hop from
the sink, with no other network neighbors. We observe a strong match between simulated and
real-world performance.
3.2.3 Station Characterization
In order to facilitate realistic simulation and to give context to our testbed results, we first
characterize the power consumption of the Sensorscope system.
An overview of the cost of various station activities, as measured by the power board, can be
seen in Figure 3.6.
We used a LeCroy WaveSurfer 24Xs-A oscilloscope to measure energy usage during packet
transmission, as the power board’s maximum effective sampling rate of 5 Hz is far too low to
capture it. Due to the presence of large capacitors onboard the data logger, we measured the
energy used by the TinyNode in isolation. Using this data we were able to compute the energy
used during packet transmission as a function of payload size and transmission power (see
Figure 3.8).
3.3 Static Platform: Software and Simulation
Simulation is critical to algorithmic performance evaluation for multiple reasons. First, de-
bugging sensor network algorithms is extremely difficult in situ. As our target environment is
remote, features such as wireless reprogramming and live debugging are difficult to realize.
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Second, in order to truly compare different network architectures, it is important that we have
an environment that allows us to test algorithmic variations under repeatable (but realistic)
circumstances.
3.3.1 TinyOS
TinyOS is an event-based programming language [27], commonly described as a superset of C.
Both Sensorscope and the power board are programmed using TinyOS, and thus both also
benefit from its simulation framework, TOSSIM [26].
3.3.2 Simulation Environment
We added simulation support to the Sensorscope codebase using TOSSIM, a realistic simulator
for TinyOS [26]. TOSSIM only natively supports the MICAz platform, so adding simulation
support meant essentially porting the Sensorscope framework to the MICAz. As a result of this
work, we are able to run the exact same high-level code both in simulation and on the real
stations.
In this thesis, our simulations are driven by real data collected during our outdoor experiments—
i.e., by “replaying” network connectivity and sensor data as logged during our real deploy-
ments.
Calibration
In order to estimate the efficiency of different network algorithms, we implemented a simple
method for simulating power consumed by the radio. We characterized the TinyNode’s short-
range radio (see Section 3.2.3 for details), and input to the simulation of the energy required to
transmit a packet depending on the length of its payload. We added a layer to the TinyOS radio
module that records each duration the radio is turned on along with the size of each packet
transmission and the corresponding station’s identifier. This calibration process enables us to
accurately estimate the per-station radio-related power costs.
3.4 Mobile Platform: System Overview
Mobile sampling requires the integration of a number of technologies. In this section we
describe and motivate our choices for each piece of our platform—from the quadrotor-based
mobile node to its sensor loadout, from the real-world experimental arena to our realistic
simulator, to the software architecture that encompasses the whole.
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Figure 3.9 – AscTec Hummingbird in flying arena. The vertical tower is used to mount a
Gumstix Overo Airstorm, which is used for general computation, communication, and sensor
data collection. Reflective spheres are used for indoor localization.
3.4.1 AscTec Hummingbird
Our mobile sensor is built on the Ascending Technologies Hummingbird quadrotor [16].
Quadrotors make for versatile research platforms. Their maneuverability allows them to fly
easily in both indoor and outdoor environments. Quadrotors have very few moving parts (e.g.
as compared to a helicopter), which makes them remarkably robust to crashes. When they do
take damage, parts are easily replaced.
The Hummingbird is a small, commercially available aircraft equipped with four brushless
motors for flight (see Figure 3.9). It weighs approximately 510 g with battery out of the box,
and has a flight time of 15–20 minutes, and has a maximum airspeed of 15 m/s. It is capable of
carrying a payload of up to 200 g.
We chose the Hummingbird particularly for its usability and extensibility. It benefits from
Markus W. Achtelik’s asctec_mav_framework package [28], which allows it to interface with
any computing hardware that supports the Robot Operating System (ROS) [29]. ROS is a widely-
used robotics middleware that primarily provides hardware abstraction and message-passing
based composition of various software components.
Two computers are present on the stock Hummingbird, termed the low-level processor (LLP)
and high-level processor (HLP). The LLP primarily runs the motor control loop, while the
HLP controls locomotion at a longer timescale, e.g., by directing the LLP to a series of GPS
waypoints. Using the aforementioned asctec_mav_framework package, we have interfaced
our computational platform—a Wi-Fi enabled, ARM-based Gumstix board—directly to the
HLP via serial link. This configuration allows us to log the LLP/HLP’s internal state, such as
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the quadrotor’s estimated pose and GPS position, as well as to issue movement commands on
the fly, e.g. as generated by a path planning algorithm.
3.4.2 Limitations and Alternatives
While the quadrotor makes for a flexible research platform, it has a number of limitations.
Foremost, the limited payload and flight time are somewhat inherent to the platform—their
rotor blades have a fixed pitch, and are all facing the same direction, so both lateral thrust and
yaw rotation are generated by changing the speed of individual rotors. Larger rotors quickly
become inefficient due to their greater momentum during flight.
There exist a number of multirotor craft that offer larger payload capacity by simply increasing
the number of onboard rotors.
Fixed-wing aircraft are very efficient, sacrificing maneuverability for longer flight time and
simplicity of construction. The senseFly eBee [30] is one such popular drone, used largely for
aerial surveys. However, controlled indoor testing is obviously difficult.
The Hummingbird is an appropriate platform for our envisioned use case: microclimate-scale
sensing over an area one square kilometer or less.
3.5 Mobile Platform: Onboard Sensing
We integrate two different optical sensors with our mobile platform: an infrared thermometer
and a miniature spectrometer. Both sensors quantify collected light over a defined field of
view (FOV). Both sensors have been integrated with our flying platform, as seen in Figure 3.13.
3.5.1 Infrared Thermometer
Phidget 1045 infrared temperature sensor [31]. Provides scalar surface temperature measure-
ments at 31 Hz. Interfaced with the onboard Gumstix via USB. 10◦ FOV, with a listed error of
±2 ◦C.
In order to characterize the sensor, we attached it to a traversing system alongside the thermal
camera (see Figure 3.11a). We performed a systematic perpendicular scan over a small heat
source and measured the Phidget’s response as a function of the lateral distance between the
them. We found that the sensor’s response—in remote sensors such the Phidget, this is often
referred to as the point spread function (PSF)—could be modeled as a Gaussian weighted
average over the area covered by the sensor (see Figure 3.11b). This matches published
literature on PSFs for electro-optical sensors [32].
Note that in the absence of highly accurate global positioning, i.e., in an outdoor scenario,
position error could be integrated into the sensing model, by increasing the width of the
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Figure 3.10 – (a) Phidget 1045 Infrared Thermometer and (b) example of measured data over
the course of an indoor experiment.
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Figure 3.11 – (a) Thermal camera and Phidget infrared thermometer mounted on traversing
system for sensor characterization. The traversing system allows for a fine scan with minimal
vibration. (b) Sensor response while downward-facing and swept over a heat source at 1.62 m
height. The x-axis gives the angle between the sensor and the heat source. The vertical red
lines represent the sensor’s FOV as stated in its datasheet.
weighting function.
3.5.2 Miniature Spectrometer
Hamamatsu C12666MA miniature spectrometer. We model this sensor as above, simply with
an FOV of 25.4◦, as defined by the sensor’s datasheet [33]. The C12666MA measures incoming
light between 340–780 nm—across the visible spectrum, and into the near infrared, with a
spectral resolution of approximately 15 nm (see Figure 3.12).
3.6 Mobile Platform: Software and Simulation
In this section we present our software framework for controlling the quadrotor, as well as our
simulation environment.
3.6.1 Software Framework
We have designed and implemented a modular MATLAB-based estimation and planning
framework, with the goal of supporting rapid iteration on algorithmic design by reusing code
as much as possible between simulation, controlled experimentation, and outdoor flights.
Our software platform is comprised of five modules that each encapsulate a different stage of
the measurement and estimation process: the strategy, the sensor state, the sensing model,
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Figure 3.12 – (a) Hamamatsu C12666MA miniature spectrometer and (b) example of measured
data over the course of an outdoor flight. Color axis represents normalized spectral intensity.
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(a) Mounted infrared thermometer, marked in red.
(b) Mounted spectrometer, marked in red. Intermediate sensor board marked in green.
Figure 3.13 – Sensors mounted on flying platform. (a) The infrared thermometer reports
measurements directly via USB, while (b) the spectrometer is sampled via a custom protocol,
which we implemented on a PRismino. The PRismino serves as an intermediate sensor board,
in turn reporting spectrometer data to the quadrotor’s Gumstix over USB.
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the ground truth and the estimator. In brief, the ground truth represents the underlying
phenomena, which the sensing model observes at the current location of the sensor, as given
by the sensor state. The estimator is then responsible for fusing these observations into a
single cohesive estimate. Finally, the strategy guides the mobile sensor by choosing a target
position for the sensor to move toward. Below, we describe each of these modules and give
examples of the various implementations of each. A comprehensive illustration of the process
is given in Figure 9.1.
Ground Truth The ground truth module represents the underlying environmental field under
measure by a discretized grid of points. During execution, the ground truth module
responds to spatial queries from the sensing model—returning a discretized list of
locations that match the query, and their corresponding field values. Depending on
implementation, these field values may be taken from the mobile sensor itself, in real-
time, or from a simulated or previously measured field.
Sensing Model The sensing model relates the ground truth to the sensor as a function of
its pose. This module submits spatial queries to the ground truth, and returns the
relationship between points on its discretized grid and the current measurement, i.e.,
the observation matrix.
Estimator Finally, the estimator module uses the observation matrix to attribute a measured
value to grid locations, where it is fused with any prior collected data. This module
has two outputs: the estimated value at each estimated grid point, and an associated
variance.
Strategy The strategy module is responsible for planning the sensor’s path. The implemen-
tations we propose may depend on the state of the estimator, e.g., we might choose to
sample in areas where the estimation variance is high. In some cases, they may function
only on their own internal state—its progress through a fixed-grid sampling pattern, or
in the case of a random walk.
The selected position is sent to the sensor state module as its new target.
Sensor State The sensor state module represents the position and orientation of the sensor.
During an experiment, it receives asynchronous updates from the mobile sensor over
the network in real-time. It may alternatively be read from the filesystem, or it may be
updated as the output of a motion model, in the case of a simulation.
3.6.2 Realistic Simulation
Real-world experiments with mobile sensors are expensive. The measured phenomena are
highly stochastic, and configuring each experiment takes considerable time and effort—
between registering the ground truth, charging and replacing batteries, and processing the
resulting data, each individual experiment may take upwards of one hour.
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Given that the processes we intend to measure are highly stochastic in nature—and further,
that the difficulty of generating a statistically diverse set of fields to measure—a high quality
simulation environment is absolutely necessary in order to quantify the performance of our
algorithms. In the state of the art, authors often rely on a small number of datasets collected
via remote sensing or static networks, then interpolating the data in order to produce a virtual
ground truth to be sensed by simulated mobile nodes. This anecdotal flavor of experimental
validation is difficult to generalize, as it is unclear how e.g. a mobile sensing strategy might
perform in many of the diverse applications for which it may be useful.
Our simulation engine was built around the core software framework described in Section 3.6.1.
The design of our simulator specifically focuses on a flexible sensing model and support for
generating statistically diverse random environmental fields. Note that we did not invest effort
in accurately simulating the sensor’s dynamics in terms of mobility—it is our intuition that in
our intended use case, both the physical size of the measured area and the correlation scale
of the phenomena under measure are large as compared to constraints on the motion of our
flying platform.
Gaussian random fields. Gaussian random fields (GRFs) present a flexible means of gen-
erating interesting ground truth data. R, a popular programming language for statistical
computing, has available a toolbox capable of generating GRFs with a wide range of under-
lying covariance functions—Schlather et al.’s RandomFields package [34], [35]. Our module
interfaces with R in order to generate GRFs, subject to specified parameters, and pulls them
into the MATLAB environment. Given the prevalence of GRFs in spatial statistics applications,
simulating algorithmic performance over such fields makes our results directly generalizable
to many different scenarios.
Existing datasets. Ground truth data may also be drawn from previously collected sensor
data—either from our field deployments, or from remote sensing data.
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4 Biological Model-Driven Sampling
C
ODLING moths (l. Cydia pomonella) are present on six continents, and are capable
of doing severe damage to many fruiting plants, including apple, plum, apricot
and peach trees. Their larvae are the infamous apple worm, which burrow into the
fruit immediately upon hatching, and live in its core for several weeks, ultimately
destroying most of the fruit. Fruit farmers carefully monitor their orchards for the codling
moth’s presence via pheromone-based traps, and typically have access to regional resources
that advise them on when to deploy various pest control strategies.
Given proper timing, codling moth populations can be controlled via a number of means,
including chemical pesticides, pheromone-based mating disruption, or granulovirus. Each
of these must be precisely targeted in terms of the moth’s life cycle. For instance, the Cydia
pomonella granulosis virus is one effective means of killing the codling moth during its larval
stage. The treatment must be applied just before the moth’s eggs hatch, so that it may affect
the larvae during their brief travel to the fruit, where they are safe.
Modeling and predicting the life cycle of the codling moth is thus essential to fruit production
around the world. Insect development is typically primarily determined by the temperature
that they experience; in warmer climates, the same species will develop proportionally faster.
In Switzerland, a national organization—Agroscope—produces codling moth life cycle esti-
mates using a model driven by a network of fourteen weather stations deployed across the
country. In this chapter we explore the use of WSN technology to monitor relevant environ-
mental indicators with greater locality—i.e., on the orchard itself—with the ultimate goal
of improving the accuracy of this phenological prediction. In collaboration with both Sen-
sorscope and Agroscope, we implement and deploy WSN-enabled pheromone traps in order
to monitor the development of the codling moth via real-world moth catches. We present
results from a six month long experimental campaign, and use state-of-the-art biological
modeling tools to evaluate the predictive quality of our locally gathered data.
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Figure 4.1 – Codling moth.1
4.1 Related Work
Codling moth lifecycle prediction is of great economic importance to agriculture around the
world. A great amount of research has been produced regarding the moth’s phenology, and
these days both governmental and corporate entities distribute relevant information to fruit
farmers in order to guide deployment of their pest control strategies.
RIMpro-Cydia [36] is a commercial decision support system that simulates non-linear, dy-
namic growth of codling moth populations based on continuous incoming weather data.
Farmers are able to license the software directly, or use online services that serve as a wrapper
around it, such as fruitweb [37].
A subscription to fruitweb costs farmers about two hundred euros per year, but their subscrip-
tion can be discounted if they purchase and connect a weather station to the online service.
In this way, fruitweb is able to grow their network of weather stations, ever improving their
prediction quality.
In Switzerland, a national organization develops their own codling moth model, and dis-
tributes predictions to Swiss farmers. See the following section for details.
4.2 Methods
We use two methods in this chapter to model the codling moth’s lifecycle: a simple, but widely-
used model based on accumulated temperature—degree days—and a closed source model,
called SOPRA, that is maintained by a Swiss governmental organization.
1 “Cydia pomonella (Linnaeus, 1758)” by Olaf Leillinger, used under CC BY-SA 2.5
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Figure 4.2 – Single sine degree-day model applied to one day of actively ventilated air tem-
perature data from our Sion 2014 deployment. The horizontal line at 11.1 ◦C marks the lower
developmental threshold, and the shaded area represents the area that would be integrated to
obtain the degree day estimate under this particular model.
4.2.1 Degree-Day Modeling
Degree-day models are commonly employed in insect pest prediction. Most insects are
primarily ectothermic, and as such their rate of development is almost entirely dependent
on the temperature that they experience. Degree-day models accumulate heat units over the
course of the season, and depending on local calibration, provide a rough estimate of the
target insect’s development in a given season. Degree-day models are extremely versatile, and
can also be targeted for mites [38], bacteria [39] and fungi [40]. They are frequently used not
only as a predictor, but as a general analytic tool.
Degree days are obtained by integrating temperature that falls between so-called developmen-
tal thresholds: minimum and maximum temperatures between which the target biological
process is assumed to develop at an optimal rate. A variety of methods are used to approximate
this integration; the most basic of which might be to take the mean of the daily minimum and
maximum temperatures as the value for a given 24 hour period. Another model, proposed
in [41], imitates the daily rise and fall of temperature at a sine wave, centered at noon, with
minimum and maximum temperatures fixed to the daily measured values. This model has
been used to estimate the codling moth lifecycle (e.g., in [42]), with developmental thresholds
between 11.1–34.4 ◦C (see Figure 4.2).
Pest lifecycle prediction is performed by accumulating degree days starting from a biofix,
which is traditionally an observable biological event, such as catching an adult moth in a trap,
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Figure 4.3 – SOPRA makes separate predictions for each of fourteen different agricultural
regions in Switzerland. For a given region (denoted by a shaded area on the map), predictions
are made by running data from one representative MeteoSwiss weather station through
SOPRA.
but may also be a date or in itself an accumulation of a fixed number of degree days from the
beginning of the year. In [42], the authors propose that the codling moth larvae will emerge
from their eggs 263.9 degree days from the biofix, which is in this case given as the first day of
the year that traps have caught adult moths two nights in a row, while temperature at sunset
was simultaneously above 16.7 ◦C.
Note that degree-day models are not typically generalizable, but are instead calibrated specifi-
cally for a particular geographic location.
4.2.2 SOPRA
As noted above, agricultural pests and blights are the cause of immense crop losses worldwide.
In many countries, national institutions take the role of predicting their presence and distribu-
tion, and often subsequently disseminating this information to regional groups whom in turn
interpret these predictions for local farmers.
In Switzerland, these predictions are made by Agroscope, a federal organization responsible
for research in the areas of food, agriculture, and the environment. A subdivision of Agroscope,
Agroscope Changins-Wädenswil (ACW), has developed and now maintains a prediction model
for agricultural pests called SOPRA [43]. During the season, on a weekly basis, measurements
of various environmental indicators are processed by SOPRA in order to produce an estimate
of the optimal time to deploy countermeasures. Such estimates are produced separately for
fourteen different regions of the country (see Figure 4.3), and for each of ten different pests.
Examples of SOPRA’s output can be seen in Figure 4.4, or online at [44].
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Small fruit tortix
Codling moth
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European red mite
Figure 4.4 – Suggested schedule for pest monitoring and the deployment of countermeasures
in Sion, Switzerland, during 2015, as an output from SOPRA’s predictions. Pest monitoring is
denoted in blue, and countermeasures in red. Light-colored cells represent days where action
is recommended, and dark-colored cells where it is urgent. Image taken from Agroscope’s
website [44].
Internally, SOPRA functions by simulating the life cycle of a population of insects. The
modeled pest cycles through various life stages according to a linear rate dependent on
the temperature—this rate is tuned specifically for a particular life stage. Note that our input
to this model is the temperature experienced by the insect—this quantity also depends on
which stage of its life cycle the insect is in. The codling moth, for example, spends its early
life living in a cocoon under the bark of an apple tree, and is thus primarily affected by the
temperature of the tree trunk. SOPRA estimates the trunk temperature using air temperature
and an estimate of the incident radiation on the trunk, the latter of which changes throughout
the season as the trees begin to grow leaves, and as summer approaches, with the angle to the
sun. From the point at which the larva pupates onwards, air temperature is used directly.
4.3 Experimental Setup
This section describes the various tools we use to predict and verify our predictive models.
4.3.1 Pest Detection
Farmers often hang pheromone-based traps from trees in their orchard in order to detect the
presence of adult moths themselves, as well as to estimate changes in moth population from
year to year. These traps require frequent visual inspection for moth catches, and the lure and
trap paper must be replaced every one to two months. For this reason, the predictions made
by SOPRA are often used as a rough guide as to when to deploy the traps, which subsequently
provide a precise measurement of the onset of moth season. One such trap can be seen in
Figure 4.5.
While farmers are recommended to deploy two to four traps per hectare [45], the farmers we
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Figure 4.5 – Andermatt Biocontrol’s PheroNorm pheromone trap. A pheromone lure is fixed
inside the trap, drawing male codling moths to the sticky paper that lines the interior. The trap
must be periodically visually checked for new moth catches. Image courtesy of Andermatt
Biocontrol AG.
encountered typically deployed one or two traps over their entire orchard, and we understood
that this is a typical practice. Traps may be checked infrequently or ill-maintained, which can
ultimately lead to crop damage or improperly timed countermeasures.
In the interest of reducing the burden on farmers, we collaborated with Sensorscope Sarl and
EPFL’s Audiovisual Communications Laboratory (LCAV) in order to produce the “Smartrap”
(see Figure 4.6). The Smartrap functions much like Biocontrol’s PheroNorm, using the same
trap paper and pheromone lure. However, moth catches are counted autonomously, using
an internally mounted camera. While monthly trap maintenance is still required in order to
change the trap paper and so on, the number of moth catches is updated hourly via cellular
radio, without user intervention, and is accessible via an online interface.
4.3.2 Environmental Indicators
Each Smartrap is deployed colocated with a traditional Sensorscope station, equipped with a
variety of environmental sensors.
Accurate temperature sensing is a high priority—the phenology models we use are primarily
driven by ambient temperature measurements, and any errors introduced in sensing will
accumulate over the season and may ultimately lead to significant prediction errors. Agroscope
uses data from MeteoSwiss weather stations to drive SOPRA, which are equipped with highly
accurate THYGAN VP6 ventilated temperature sensors [46]. The primary feature of these
sensors is this active ventilation—in order to mitigate radiative error (see Figure 4.7 for an
example), they are equipped with a fan that circulates air across the interior thermocouple.
We note that active ventilators do not fully eliminate such errors [47].
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Figure 4.6 – Sensorscope’s DS3 datalogger (left) and its attached smart trap (right).
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Figure 4.7 – Passively shielded temperature sensors experience significant radiative errors
when wind speed is low. Observe that the passively shielded temperature sensor’s value
overshoots that of the actively ventilated sensor by up to two degrees when the solar radiation
is high and the wind speed is low, e.g. at noon. Data taken from rooftop deployment in
February of 2015.
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Figure 4.8 – Two Sensorscope stations were deployed in an apple orchard in Sion.
The stations deployed in this chapter are equipped with two Sensirion SHT75 temperature
sensors—one with a passive radiation shield, and one with the Young 43502H active ventila-
tor [48].
Actively ventilated temperature sensors, while mitigating the above source of error, come at
a high price. Not only financially—our selected ventilator continuously draws 6 W of power,
orders of magnitude more than any other component in the system. As described in more
detail later in this chapter, drawing enough energy via solar panel to support continuous
operation of this sensor is difficult, particularly under the constraints of the agricultural
environment.
Each station is also equipped with an anemometer, measuring wind speed and direction, and
a solar radiation sensor, both from Davis Instruments.
4.3.3 Sion Deployment
We coordinated with the Varone & Consorts apple orchards in Sion in order to deploy two en-
vironmental sensing stations and two Smartraps on site (see Figures 4.8 and 4.9). Each station
logs anemometry, temperature (with both unventilated and ventilated probes), humidity and
solar radiation measurements once per minute. Next, we coordinated with Agroscope to get
access to the SOPRA model, which we were then able to run with our own locally collected
sensor data.
This experimental setup allows us to study prediction performance across different levels of
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Figure 4.9 – Sensorscope stations deployed in Sion.
locality—first at foremost, to look at the difference between regional predictions (as are the
standard in Switzerland), and local predictions, using data from our stations on the orchard
itself. Further, we are able to compare the difference between predictions made using data in
different locations on the same orchard, as the stations are about one kilometer apart.
4.4 Results
In a feasibility study, we developed a basic model of the development of the codling moth
as an alternative to SOPRA which uses local temperature data to compute the eclosion time
of the pest. The model takes into account the integral of the temperature above a specific
threshold over time (measured in “accumulated degree days”) and is simple enough to be run
on the nodes themselves, hypothetically allowing one to calculate the pest’s mating period
using entirely local resources. In Figure 4.10 we compare the results of our model using 2013
temperature measurements from Sensorscope stations across Sion with the corresponding
MeteoSwiss station. These preliminary results indicated that the codling moth’s eclosion time
may vary by as much as two weeks inside of one region.
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Figure 4.10 – Predicted time of eclosion (horizontal line) in different orchards during 2013.
4.4.1 Sion Deployment
In Figure 4.11, we demonstrate that running SOPRA using regional data and the data collected
from our two monitoring stations each yields significant differences in the predicted popu-
lation of adult moths. Note that the eclosion date is nearly identical for all datasets—due to
difficulties in negotiating the exact location of the deployment, we were unable to deploy our
monitoring stations until after the codling moth had begun its development, in mid-March.
As shown in Figure 4.12, missing data was filled using Sion’s MeteoSwiss station. This leads
to a heavy bias towards the regional data early in the model prediction, however, as we col-
lected more local data, the models diverged to more accurately represent the effects of local
phenomena.
Figure 4.12 also shows an example of mid-deployment issues. In early June, due to expanding
tree cover, Station 6 was no longer receiving sufficient solar power to operate continuously.
Observe that normal operation is resumed following an adjustment to its position in the
beginning of July. Both stations required multiple such adjustments during the season due to
growing foliage, and resulted in short-term data gaps.
Finally, in Figure 4.13 we compare actual trap catches, as counted by the smart traps, to the
prediction given by SOPRA. We note that for both stations, the smart trap was able to observe
the general trend of the moth’s lifecycle—that is, two peaks, one representing each adult
lifecycle of the moth. However, SOPRA predicted an earlier than observed moth presence for
each station by one full month. This large error seems at least partially due to the fact that
even once the moth has developed, it requires exact climatic conditions before it will seek a
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Figure 4.11 – The SOPRA-predicted portion of male population in the adult stage of the codling
moth lifecycle.
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Figure 4.12 – Example of data gaps in active temperature measurements, filled by MeteoSwiss
data.
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mate. The codling moth requires a warm evening temperature to fly—Andermatt Biocontrol
has suggested that if temperatures are below 16◦C at 21h00, no mating will occur. Further, the
presence of precipitation can also disrupt mating behavior. Indeed, the days leading up to our
first moth catches were particularly cold and rainy.
We note that this observation is useful for resource control, in that the camera need not be
sampled on days where the above requirements are not met. Throughout the season, we rarely
observed moth catches on days not matching these criteria.
4.4.2 Discussion
The modeling suite used for the above predictions, SOPRA, actually predicts the lifecycle of
ten different insect pests, including the codling moth. Through informal discussions with
Agroscope, we have learned that the underlying model is nearly identical for all pests (based on
temperature accumulation), simply with different parameters for each, tuned through years
of testing. This leads us to believe that our general approach, improved prediction accuracy
through local sensing, is applicable to other insect pests and plants.
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Figure 4.13 – Moth captures per day (five day moving average) plotted in comparison to
SOPRA’s prediction of the male adult moth population.
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5 Environmental Model-Driven Sam-
pling
D
ETERMINING the surface energy balance at high spatial density is essential in
order to establish boundary conditions for many hydrological and atmospheric
boundary layer models. Energy exchange at the surface of the earth consists
of four components: turbulent heat (sensible) flux, moisture (latent) heat flux,
radiative flux and conductive flux.
Of these four quantities, only the radiative component can be measured directly, for instance
via a pyranometer. Such sensors are able to capture most of the radiative flux over a surface,
and they are typically affordable enough to be deployed with sufficiently high spatial density.
The sensible and latent heat fluxes are typically estimated indirectly, using the eddy covariance
(EC) method. For the sensible heat flux specifically, this method requires the simultaneous
measurement of both vertical wind speed and the temperature fluctuations of a small sample
volume at high frequency (20 Hz), both of which can be obtained using a 3D sonic anemometer.
Estimating the latent heat flux additionally requires a high frequency humidity measurement.
A typical sensor deployment for the study of boundary layer conditions usually consists of two
groups of sensors. A large number of nodes equipped with low-cost sensing modalities such
as air temperature, humidity, wind speed and solar radiation, in combination with a much
smaller set of expensive sensors such as 3D sonic anemometers [49]. Our goal in this chapter
is to implement a novel method from the literature for estimating sensible heat flux using
an inexpensive sensor, thus allowing sensible heat flux estimation with high spatial density.
We fully integrate this sensor into the Sensorscope system by implementing the estimation
algorithm in-network, on the sensor nodes themselves, effectively summarizing the high
frequency sensor data via this proposed environmental model.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 briefly outlines conventional
methods for estimating sensible heat flux, and Section 5.2 introduces the σT -method that we
implement in our approach. Section 5.3 describes our integration of both the necessary sensor
and estimation algorithm with the Sensorscope platform, and proposes two experiments that
validate the effectiveness of the approach. In Section 5.4, we discuss our experimental results,
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and in Section 5.5 we conclude with a chapter summary.
5.1 Related Work
This section describes two methods for indirectly measuring sensible heat flux. The first, eddy
covariance, is the modern standard, but requires the use of an expensive sensing equipment
in order to characterize vertical wind flow. The second method, two-point profiling, applies
Monin-Obuknov similarity theory [50] in order to estimate sensible heat flux without direct
wind measurements, using only surface and air temperature.
5.1.1 Eddy Covariance
Eddy covariance (EC), also referred to as the eddy flux method, is the standard technique used
to measure the sensible heat flux at the earth’s surface. The technique is well-established [51],
[52], and has been used to study the transport of mass, momentum, and energy over a broad
range of applications such as agricultural crops [53], cities [54], forests [55], and snow-covered
regions [56].
Achieving acceptable accuracy for sensible heat flux measurement with EC requires high
frequency measurements of the vertical wind velocity w and air temperature T (i.e., 10 Hz or
greater). The high frequency data are then used to compute the covariance (in time) between
the vertical wind velocity and temperature fluctuations w ′T ′ to obtain the sensible heat flux
as follows:
HEC = ρcp w ′T ′ (5.1)
where the over-bar represents a time average, ρ is the air density, and cp is the specific heat
capacity of air at constant pressure. Such velocities and temperature measurements are
typically acquired with 3D sonic anemometers [57], [58]. For the remainder of the chapter, EC
will be the standard sensible heat flux to which our approach is compared.
The error associated with EC has been investigated by [59]–[61], and determined to be on the
order of 10%.
5.1.2 Two-Point Profiling
Two-Point Profiling (TPP) techniques based on air and surface temperature measurements [62]–
[65] indirectly obtain surface fluxes under ideal conditions through the application of Monin-
Obuknov similarity theory [50], [63], [64], [66]. Surface temperature measurements are easily
obtained via commodity infrared temperature sensors, making this approach potentially
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suitable for spatially dense estimation.
Under steady state conditions over a homogeneous, flat land surface with zero-mean vertical
fluid flow, the vertical profiles of wind speed and temperature can be described by,
u = u∗
κ
[
ln
(
z−d0
z0
)
+Ψm
(
z−d0
L
)
−Ψm
( z0
L
)]
(5.2)
Ts −Ta = HT PP
u∗κρcp
[
ln
(
z−d0
z0h
)
+Ψh
(
z−d0
L
)
−Ψh
( z0h
L
)]
(5.3)
where u∗ is the friction velocity, κ is the Von Karman constant, z is the measurement height,
z0 is the surface roughness, d0 is the displacement height, Ts is the mean land surface tem-
perature, Ta is the mean air temperature, HT PP is the sensible heat flux, ρ is the density of
air, cp is the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure, z0h is the scalar roughness
for temperature,Ψm andΨh are the stability correction functions for momentum and heat,
respectively, and L is the Obukhov length given by,
L =−ρcp u
3∗Ta
κg HT PP
(5.4)
where g denotes the gravitational acceleration. Given measurements of u, Ts , Ta , z0, z0h , and
d0 Equations 5.2 and 5.3 can be solved iteratively for the sensible heat flux and the friction
velocity. However, out of these values only air temperature, surface temperature and wind
speed are easily measured; therefore, to use this method, values for z0, z0h , and d0 must be
taken from the literature or estimated [67], [68].
5.2 Methods
Given the challenges of the above methods, it is useful to consider other approaches that are
more amenable for widescale deployment. In this section, we describe a method from the
literature that is able to estimate sensible heat flux using only high-frequency temperature
measurements, the σT -method [69].
5.2.1 The σT -method
Similar to TPP methods, theσT -method applies the Monin-Obuknov similarity theory in order
to estimate surface fluxes. As before, applying this principle requires steady state conditions
over a homogeneous, flat land surface with zero-mean vertical fluid flow. The σT -method
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Resistance at 25◦C R0 2000Ω
Operating temperature −60◦C to 300◦C
Beta 3068
Diameter d 0.36 mm
Time constant in air τ 0.5 s
Dissipation constant K 0.1 mW/◦C
Table 5.1 – Relevant product specifications for the Honeywell 111 NTC.
further reduces the number of parameters to be measured by additionally applying free
convective scaling, which requires the dominant forcing of atmospheric motions to arise from
buoyancy. This occurs mainly during the daytime.
For this special case Albertson et al. [69] show that the sensible heat flux can be computed
using Equation 5.5, which only requires the first and second moment of the temperature
measured with a sufficiently high sampling rate.
HσT =σ3/2T Ta
−1/2
ρcpC
−3/2
1 (κg z)
1/2 (5.5)
Here σ2T is the temperature variance, Ta is the mean air temperature, cp is the specific heat
capacity of air at constant pressure, C1 = 0.97 is a constant taken from the literature, κ is the
Von Karman constant, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and z is the measurement height
above the surface. The advantage of the σT method is that it only requires a temperature
fluctuation measurement at a single location, and there are fewer parameters to estimate.
5.3 Experimental Setup
The section describes the integration of a fast temperature sensor—suitable for use with the
σT method—with the Sensorscope system, and two deployments thereof, first validating this
approach against conventional techniques, then demonstrating the feasibility of the approach
during a several week long WSN deployment.
5.3.1 Sensor
To measure the temperature we decided to use a very small Negative Temperature Coefficient
thermistor (NTC) from Honeywell’s 111 series. The key specifications are listed in Table 5.1.
The small size of the sensor leads to a very short time constant τ, thus allowing temperature
measurements with sufficiently high frequency.
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5.3.2 Sensorscope Integration
For the purpose of this deployment, we integrated the NTC with an existing Sensorscope
sensor module, by relying on in-network computation to seamlessly add sensible heat flux to
the existing set of measurements.
We drilled an additional port to connect the NTC internally, attaching it to an unused analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) of the standard SHT75 temperature/humidity sensor provided by
Sensorscope (see Figure 5.1). The supply voltage for the NTC is provided by a high precision
2.5 V reference which is part of the sensor module. Due to the power dissipated as a result
of a current flowing through it during measurements, the NTC heats up. This increase in
temperature due to self-heating T˜N T C is directly related to the current I flowing through the
NTC, its dissipation constant K and its diameter d as follows:
T˜N T C ∝ I 2
T˜N T C ∝ 1
K
(5.6)
K ∝ d 2
When averaging temperatures measured with the NTC over long time periods, T˜N T C can be
considered as a constant bias which can be removed from TN T C to retrieve Ta . For short time
intervals considered in our application however the NTC acts like a high frequency hot-wire
anemometer and the turbulent wind flows around the sensor greatly increase σT . Due to
the small size d of our NTC this effect is very pronounced and thus I needs to be as small as
possible.
In addition to physically integrating the NTC with the sensor modules, we also modified
their firmware. Our replacement software samples the NTC at 10 Hz. However, in a large
deployment, it may be undesirable to send all collected samples over the network. We thus
implement an online algorithm for computing the necessary statistics on these values during
each reporting period: Algorithm 1, originally presented in [70] which continuously updates
TN T C and σT . After each time interval ∆tq the sensor is queried by the datalogger. It then
reports the actual value for TN T C and σT which are then reset for the next reporting period.
Finally, our modified firmware piggybacks TN T C and σT on the same payload as the original
sensor.
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Algorithm 1 Online computation of TN T C and σT .
TN T C ← 0 {reset mean}
σ2T ← 0 {reset variance}
k← 0 {reset sample counter}
t← 0 {reset timer}
while t ≤Tq do
k← k+1
TN T C ← getNtcSample()
TN T C
′← TN T C + TN T C−TN T Ck
σ′2T ←σ2T + (TN T C −TN T C )(TN T C −TN T C
′
)
TN T C ← TN T C ′
σ2T ←σ′2T
t← t+∆t
end while
return TN T C ,σ2T
Figure 5.1 – A modified sensor module from a Sensorscope station: the original tempera-
ture/humidity sensor (left) attached to the leftmost port of the sensor module, the connector
for the sensor bus (center port), cable with fast NTC, here substituted with a fixed resistor
(rightmost port).
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Figure 5.2 – Reference deployment setup. Sonic anemometer deployed in an open, grass-
covered field, with the NTC extending into its sample volume on a probe.
5.3.3 Deployments
We proceed to perform two deployments of the NTC. First, we validate the σT approach itself
by comparing it directly to sensible heat flux as estimated via the conventional EC method.
We follow up by evaluating the NTC’s performance during an autonomous Sensorscope
deployment.
Reference Deployment
Our first goal is to directly compare sensible heat flux as calculated via EC versus the σT -
method. An ultrasonic anemometer (the Campbell Scientific CSAT3)—capable of measuring
the 3D wind velocity vector and the temperature of the air within its sample volume—was
mounted on a thin but rigid structure 3 m above a flat, open, grass-covered surface. The NTC
was mounted on a probe extending into the sample volume. Raw data from both sensors was
collected over a one week period.
Figure 5.2 shows the entire setup and Figure 5.3 shows a close-up of the sample volume.
Extensive details concerning the reference deployment can be found in [5].
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Figure 5.3 – Close-up of sonic anemometer’s sample volume. The anemometer’s transducers
are visible along the top and bottom of the photo, and the NTC is visible in the center.
Sensorscope Deployment
Finally, we perform a several week long experiment in order to evaluate the feasibility of using
the σT method to measure spatial heat flux during a real-world sensor network deployment.
We installed five Sensorscope stations around EPFL’s GR building, each station equipped with
both an integrated NTC and SHT75 humidity/temperature sensor (see Figure 5.4).
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Reference Deployment
Data from all sensors were collected at 20 Hz and stored using a Campbell Scientific CR5000
data logger. Data from the sonic anemometer were then processed using the EC method and
data from the NTC were processed using the σT -method. The results in Figure 5.5 show a
strong similarity throughout the experiment.
5.4.2 Sensorscope Deployment
Notably, all of the NTCs remained physically intact for the duration of the deployment, despite
their small size and exposed position.
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Figure 5.4 – Sensorscope station during outdoor experiment. Modified sensor module (top
left) and deployed NTC (top right) are visible.
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Figure 5.5 – Comparison between sensible heat flux determined by EC method (red) and
σT -method (green).
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Data Analysis
Figure 5.6 shows the sensible heat flux as computed from the data gathered during our de-
ployment. We also validated the proper operation of the NTC through a comparison between
the mean temperature of the NTC collected during a five minute observation interval and the
instantaneous measurement of the SHT75 (Figure 5.7). Note that the differences in Figure 5.7
may stem from either the NTC’s self heating and the radiative heating of the SHT75’s enclosure.
Most WSN technology, including Sensorscope reduces power consumption by minimizing
on-time in order to satisfy the strict power requirements imposed by 24 hour, all-weather
operation with only a moderately sized solar cell. As the σT -method requires the sensor
and the processor to be continuously active, it was particularly important to keep the power
consumption low. Adding the NTC and maintaining the corresponding microcontroller in
an active state increased the power consumption by 5 mW, which may be reduced further by
cutting the NTC excitation current.
The total price of all additional components for integrating sensible heat flux measurement is
about 30 USD. As a result our sensor/method is affordable enough to become standard on all
stations during a deployment.
5.5 Summary
Our goal in this chapter was to obtain sensible heat flux—a parameter with high spatial
variability which is important in investigating earth’s surface energy budget—with high spatial
density. We extended Sensorscope’s infrastructure to support a custom sensor, physically
integrating it with the platform, and writing a custom software module that computes the
running mean and variance of the temperature needed by the σT method to reduce traffic
sent across the network.
The performance of a single setup was first compared against a well-established reference
technique. In a subsequent deployment of five stations we showed that the equipment used
in this approach is robust enough to resist meteorological conditions over an entire summer
season, yet cost-effective enough that existing sensing stations can be upgraded to include
sensible heat flux measurements at negligible costs.
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(a) Station 1
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(c) Station 3
Figure 5.6 – One-week excerpt of sensible heat flux from three different stations as calculated
from NTC measurements over a period of one week (moving average with five minute window).
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Figure 5.7 – Temperature measurements from the Sensirion SHT75 (green) and averaging the
NTC data over 5 minute intervals
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6 Constraint Chaining
E
NVIRONMENTAL processes are often severely oversampled. As sensor networks
become more ubiquitous in purpose, increasing network longevity becomes ever
more important. Radio transceivers in particular are a great source of energy
consumption, and many networking algorithms have been proposed that seek
to minimize their use. Traditionally, such approaches are often data agnostic, i.e., their
performance is not dependent on the properties of the data they transport. In this chapter
and the following, we explore algorithms that exploit environmental relationships in order
to reduce the amount of transmitted data while maintaining expected levels of accuracy. We
employ a realistic testing environment for evaluating the power savings brought by such
algorithms, based on a combination of commercially available equipment and custom-built
hardware and software.
Retrieving data from a remote deployment in an energy-efficient fashion is a difficult problem,
and while solutions have been proposed in literature, real-world systems typically implement
robust though inefficient methods. In an effort to bring efficient monitoring techniques to
real-world environmental sensor networks, we seek to now quantify the performance brought
by these algorithms in practical terms, i.e., by their resulting reduction in overall station energy
consumption.
We implement and test a suppression-based data collection algorithm from literature that
to our knowledge has never been implemented on a real system, and in doing so propose
modifications that make it more suitable for real-world conditions. Using a custom extension
board developed for in situ power monitoring, we show that while the algorithms greatly
reduce the amount of energy spent on transmitting packets, they have no effect on the real
system’s overall power consumption due to its preexisting network architecture.
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6.1 Related Work
Efficient monitoring techniques can be largely classified as operating on the basis of either
spatial or temporal suppression. Both methods attempt to avoid sending redundant data to
the sink, preferring instead to have the sink infer these values based on other received data.
Temporally focused techniques operate local to a node, examining its history of measured
values. The most basic example is simply not reporting a value if it has not changed since the
last measure. In contrast, purely spatial approaches seek to suppress a nodes value if it can be
inferred given the value of nearby nodes.
The Probabilistic Adaptable Query (PAQ) system is an approach to temporal suppression based
on time series forecasting [71]. It uses autoregressive models maintained locally per sensor
in order to keep from sending data directly to the sink. Instead, nodes communicate model
parameters as necessary in order to keep the sink’s predictions within some defined error
bound. Tulone and Madden extend this work with their Similarity-based Adaptive Framework
(SAF) [72], adding robustness to quick changes in data trends as well as a location-independent
clustering technique that allows the detection of redundant nodes.
Many spatial suppression algorithms attempt to detect and deactivate sets of redundant nodes.
Prorok et al. study hierarchical network topologies based on spatial clustering [10], [73]. In this
approach, cluster heads may choose to prune their children if the part of the monitored field
they represent is highly isotropic as defined by some statistically computed threshold. Arici
and Altunbasak propose using a first-order model to determine the predictability of particular
nodes [74]. They define some of the nodes in the network as macronodes which attempt to
fit a plane over their neighbors’ positions and data, commanding easily predictable nodes to
stop reporting measurements for some period of time.
Outside of continuous monitoring, many approaches to efficient data collection seek to
reduce overall message volume by eliminating uninteresting data in-network. TinyDB [75]
provides such functionality, returning sensor data to the sink in response to simple aggregation
queries such as SUM or MAX. Other techniques use in-network triggers to decide when data
should be sent to the sink. Yang et al. present a Two-Phase Self-Join scheme that accepts
complex monitoring queries from the user and informs the sink should an appropriate event
be detected [76].
Constraint Chaining (CONCH) is another algorithm that provides real-time sensor data from a
network while implementing spatiotemporal suppression [77]. CONCH operates by detecting
highly correlated neighbors and monitoring a suitably defined edge constraint between them
instead of their individual values. Unlike similar algorithms which may require functionality
not provided by the current Sensorscope network architecture (e.g., intra-network or geo-
graphic routing), CONCH imposes very few constraints on the system in which it operates. Our
approach to efficient monitoring builds on CONCH, as its few system requirements make it
applicable to a wider range of real-world systems.
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To our knowledge, none of the algorithms listed in this section have undergone implementa-
tion outside of a controlled laboratory environment. A key contribution of this chapter is the
implementation and evaluation of a suppression-based monitoring algorithm on an outdoor
commercial sensor network widely used for scientific data collection.
6.2 Methods
Exploiting the spatial and temporal relationships inherent to environmental processes is
an obvious place to look for energy savings in environmental sensor networks. Simulations
over datasets spanning a wide variety of environmental conditions have shown that simply
suppressing sensor measurements that have not significantly changed since their last trans-
mission (i.e., by an amount greater than their noise) may reduce the amount of reported data
in scientific deployments by more than half [8]. Taking advantage of spatial relationships is
much less obvious. In this section, we review one such spatiotemporal algorithm, CONCH, and
address various difficulties in implementing it as part of an established network architecture.
6.2.1 Constraint Chaining
Silberstein et al. propose CONCH, a data suppression algorithm that operates by monitoring
the difference between correlated neighbors in the network [77]. The network goes through
an iterative training process, during which sensor relationships between neighboring stations
are tracked. This data is used to periodically construct a spanning tree over the network such
that each edge represents a pair of neighboring stations with values that are highly correlated.
This spanning tree is called a Conch plan, and its construction is detailed below. Stations
that are neighbors in the plan share their sensor values, and transmit only the difference
between their values to the sink. These differential quantities are never transmitted unless
they have changed more than by a user-defined threshold (in our case, we anchor this value to
the sensor noise). The server is able to reconstruct the values at every station by walking along
the aforementioned spanning tree. The flow of data in and out of the network is described in
Figure 6.1.
This approach is well-suited to implementation on Sensorscope stations as it does not require
advanced network functionality. Time synchronization, while not strictly necessary, eases
implementation by providing a basis by which neighbors may compare their measurements.
Some basic neighborhood discovery must be employed in order for stations to coordinate
with related nearby nodes. However, most critically, the network must have some centralized
means of generating the CONCH plan, i.e., access to the data and neighborhood history of all
stations, and a way to then distribute the plan throughout the network. Sensorscope provides
all of these features, with the exception of a means by which to send the plan from an off-site
server back into the network. We have implemented naive reliable broadcast in-network and
added an extra phase during the GPRS cycle for this purpose.
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Neighbors ServerSink
Figure 6.1 – Data flow in CONCH. Neighboring nodes transmit their sensor difference and
neighborhood information to the sink via short-range radio, and the sink sends this data to an
off-site server via a cellular link. Periodically, a new CONCH plan is calculated and sent from
the server to the sink, which then uses a reliable flooding technique to spread it throughout
the network.
Spatial Coordination
Spatial suppression in CONCH is enabled by coordination between pairs of nodes referred to
as updaters and reporters. Each updater/reporter pair monitors one edge in the CONCH plan.
Each radio cycle, updaters may transmit their new sensor measurements to a neighboring
reporter. The reporter compares its updater’s measurement with its own, and if the difference
between these two values has changed since the last pair of measurements, that difference is
transmitted to the sink via normal routing methods.
Packet aggregation works normally as compared to the original Sensorscope algorithm. Both
updater and reporter messages are aggregated until a packet is either filled or becomes older
than ten minutes. As such, measurements are not assumed to have been suppressed (i.e.,
because they have not changed) until this time period has passed.
In the case that a node is not found to be correlated with any of its network neighbors, it is
given the special role of direct reporter. Direct reporters send their absolute sensor values
directly to sink (again only when they change by more than a certain threshold).
Plan Construction
We refer to the choice of monitored edges and assignment of updater and reporter roles on
each link as the CONCH plan. This structure is calculated periodically at the off-site server, and
is based on historical data reported by the sensor network.
The first step is to choose the cheapest set of edges in the network to monitor such that these
edges form a spanning tree on the network graph. As the server will only receive the difference
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in value along each of these edges, if the graph is not connected, the value of disconnected
nodes will be unknown. We proceed by assigning a cost to each network edge e equal to
di st (e)∗ f r eq(e), where di st (e) is the number of hops between the closest node on that edge
to the sink, and f r eq(e) is the number of times the difference along that edge has changed
during the previous planning period. Direct reporters are chosen by adding a fake edge from
each node v directly to the sink, with cost di st (v)∗ f r eq(v). To obtain the set of monitored
edges, we simply calculate the minimum spanning tree (MST) over this graph.
Next we must assign updaters and reporters on each of the edges that do not indicate a direct
reporter. In the algorithm’s original formulation (see [77], the authors propose a solving a
linear program in order to approximate their optimal assignment with respect to transmission
costs. However, this linear program contains in its objective function a number of variables
that increases exponentially with the number of time steps and nodes in the network. As
previously stated, it is important to optimize over a length of time that is representative for the
phenomenon being measured, e.g., one day/night cycle. In our deployments, Sensorscope
stations are configured to take a sensor reading once per minute. For a modestly sized network
of 10 nodes over one day of measurements at the aforementioned rate, the objective function
contains over 25,000 variables, with an even larger number of constraints. The result is a
completely intractable linear program that is simply not solvable in a time frame appropriate
for this problem.
Consider that only reporters are responsible for communicating data to the sink, and an
optimal CONCH plan will thus be likely to place reporters closer to the sink than their cor-
responding updaters. Bearing this in mind, we simply iterate through all edges in the plan,
marking the adjacent node closest to the sink as its reporter, and the other as its updater. This
simplification may be cause excessive energy usage if the node chosen as updater changes
value significantly more often than its reporter, however we do not observe such scenarios in
our experiments.
We examine the performance of a scheme that executes its replanning phase using the previous
N hours of sensor data, repeating this process after another N hours have passed. One
could imagine more dynamic schemes in which CONCH plan generation is triggered by some
condition detected at the sink, however disseminating a new plan is fairly expensive, so for
the sake of simplicity we leave such approaches to future work.
6.3 Experimental Setup
Having implemented the previously described modified CONCH algorithm in the Sensorscope
system, we proceed to evaluate its performance via a series of deployments and realistic
simulations. For reference, a complete overview of the Sensorscope and power monitoring
hardware used below can be found in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, and a description of our simulator
capabilities in Section 3.3.
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Figure 6.2 – Map of deployment with high quality links shown. The sink is marked with two
concentric circles. Note that some nodes appear very close to each other but do not have a
connection—this is often due to vertical separation.
6.3.1 Outdoor Testbed
CONCH has been shown to perform well in simulation over synthetic [77] and real-world
datasets [8]. In the rest of this chapter, our goal to is to evaluate the algorithm in a real-world
setting, i.e., as part of complete sensor network architecture, in an uncontrolled outdoor
environment.
Deployment
We deployed a network of ten Sensorscope stations (nine slaves and one GPRS master) around
the rooftop of EPFL’s GR building and the surrounding balconies below (see Figure 6.2).
Each station was equipped with an SHT75 digital temperature/humidity sensor and power
monitoring board. The short-range radio’s transmission power was set to 15 dBm in order to
have a power consumption profile similar to a normal deployment. We used 20 dB attenuators
attached to each station’s antenna in order to limit the range such that a multi-hop network
was formed, with a typical maximum distance to the sink of three.
6.3.2 Realistic Simulation
While our testbed is only able to evaluate one algorithm at a time, we log all sensor and
networking data to a per-station SD card. This global dataset can be run through our TOSSIM-
based simulation environment in order to realistically compare the default Sensorscope
algorithm’s performance to CONCH over the same conditions.
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Method Algorithm Suppression Tx Energy Error
Testbed Default 0.0 % 0.0 ◦C
CONCH 45.3 % 0.21 ◦C
Simulation Default 0.0 % 1.38 mJ 0.0 ◦C
CONCH 51.1 % 0.66 mJ 0.30 ◦C
Table 6.1 – Algorithm performance
Note that our simulation results estimate power consumption using our characterization of
the datalogger’s power profile described in Section 3.2.3.
Server Integration
Under Sensorscope’s current network architecture, the only data transmitted from the off-site
server to GPRS master stations is a global time reference. While this can easily be faked in
simulation, as monitoring algorithms become more complex some out-of-network planning
may become necessary (and indeed this is the case for CONCH). For this reason, we imple-
mented a simulated GPRS driver that is able to connect to a normal Sensorscope server via
a local network socket. This approach allows us to simulate the operation of our modified
server simultaneously with the station code.
6.3.3 CONCH Parameters
In the experiments that follow, we trigger a CONCH plan update every N = 5 hours, and set the
updater/reporter transmission threshold according to the SHT75’s stated sensor noise: 0.3 ◦C.
6.4 Results
In this section we present the results obtained in our experiments. First, we give simulation
results over the data obtained during our real-world deployments. We proceed to describe
the outcome of our testbed experiments, and conclude with a discussion of our results. A
performance summary is provided in Table 6.1, listing the percentage of measured data that
was suppressed by our CONCH implementation, along with the total energy spent transmitting
packets and the mean error of the resulting temperature estimate.
6.4.1 Simulation Results
The default Sensorscope algorithm gives a simulated average power consumption of 25.50 mW
over our two month dataset. CONCH reduces the number of reported measurements by half
(51.1%). Ultimately, despite high rates of suppression, due to various sources of overhead
inherent to the Sensorscope system, no algorithm shows a significant difference in overall
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energy consumption as compared to the default algorithm.
6.4.2 Testbed Results
Default Algorithm
We first performed a ten day deployment using the original Sensorscope algorithm on our
outdoor testbed. We observed high reliability, with 100% of all temperature measurements
correctly logged to the onboard SD card, and only two sensor packets dropped over the ten
day period (out of nearly 100,000). The dataloggers consumed 19.81 mW on average (σ= 6.44
mW).
Constraint Chaining
We performed a four week CONCH deployment during the month of April 2012. However, the
network suffered from severe connectivity issues due to rain, causing all but one station to
be partitioned from the sink for several days. This resulted in nodes almost always existing
as direct reporters, as no links were deemed reliable enough over the five hour replanning
period to become monitored edges. Additionally, due to implementation issues, our planning
framework was not robust enough to recover from this extended period of unreliability, and
thus did not function correctly near the end of the month when the rain had stopped.
Regardless, we extracted five days of useful data from this experiment. During this time we
observed a 45.3% reduction in the number of sensor measurements sent, with an average
temperature error of 0.21◦C (σ = 0.45◦C). Note that the temperature error is tied to the
reporting threshold as described in Section 6.2.1 (0.30 ◦C in our case). While our result is
agreeable with previous simulation results for this algorithm, we observe that the average
datalogger power consumption is similar to that of the original algorithm (µ = 23.21 mW,
σ = 4.84 mW). The slight increase in power consumption is likely due to stations losing
network connectivity and subsequently disabling radio duty cycling, permanently turning on
their radios while they wait to receive a beacon.
6.4.3 Discussion
We observe a significant decrease in energy spent on data transmission, however, the algorithm
performs worse than expected, failing to measure up to 60%+ suppression rates reported
on simulations over other scientific datasets [8], and far short of the synthetic scenarios
evaluated by the original authors [77]. Given that our stations are deployed in a relatively
dense urban environment, and further, around the edges of a building, it is plausible that
the algorithm suffers from low planning frequency relative to the transience of temporal and
spatial relationships in the observed data. However, flooding the network with a new CONCH
plan is a relatively expensive operation in terms of traffic.
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In Chapter 7, we attempt to overcome these issues by proposing the use of more powerful
constraints between nodes, combined with in-network computation of the CONCH plan.
Note that despite suppressing about half of all data transmissions, we see no discernible
decrease in power consumption. We defer discussion of this observation to the end of the next
chapter.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter we examined the real-world performance of a suppression-based sensor net-
work monitoring algorithm that—despite promising prior results in simulated scenarios—had
yet to be tested in a real-world environment. We fully integrated it with the Sensorscope sys-
tem, detailing necessary modifications to both the algorithm and the Sensorscope architecture
itself.
In a series of calibrated simulations and real-world deployments monitoring ambient temper-
ature, we observe that the algorithm’s performance is worse than expected. In the following
chapter, we propose further modifications to the core algorithm that allow it to adapt more
quickly to changes in network configuration and the environment.
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7 Distributed Constraint Chaining
I
N this chapter, we continue our effort to adapt CONCH to the real world by altering the
core of the algorithm to better handle network instability and unpredictable changes in
environmental patterns. We propose and implement modifications which replace cen-
tralized operation in favor of a distributed approach, allowing in-network optimization
and increasing robustness in realistic (i.e., unstable) environments.
In its original form, the ability of CONCH to adapt to changes in the network or its environ-
mental conditions is limited by the expense of transmitting a new CONCH plan to every node
in the network. Naive reliable flooding requires the transmission of O(|E |) messages, where E
is the set of edges on the network graph, and less expensive approaches require additional
routing structure to be maintained, imposing node-level complexity that may be undesirable.
In this chapter we present Distributed CONCH (DCONCH), a modification to the original
algorithm in which MST calculation is done in a distributed fashion, allowing individual nodes
to quickly adapt to dynamic conditions by making local adjustments to the CONCH plan.
We conclude this chapter with a critical lesson about energy optimization in sensor networks—
despite often being one of the most expensive operations a node can perform, reducing energy
spent on transmission does not necessarily lead to significant real-world power savings.
7.1 Methods
In this section, we describe existing approaches to distributed MST calculation, identify a
method suitable for our network architecture, and use it as the basis for plan generation in
DCONCH. Finally, we identify the differential edge constraint as an area of improvement, and
propose an alternative based on autoregressive models.
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Figure 7.1 – Examples of one-hop neighborhoods from DCONCH. Reference nodes in black.
7.1.1 Distributed Minimum Spanning Tree
The greatest hurdle in generating the CONCH plan in-network is calculating the MST in a
distributed fashion. A number of algorithms have been proposed both for calculating the
exact MST (e.g., [78], [79]) and its approximation (e.g., [80]).
Li et al. propose the Local Minimum Spanning Tree (LMST) algorithm for topology control in
WSNs [81]. Their algorithm approximates the exact MST as follows: each node in the network
calculates the MST over the subgraph formed by its one-hop neighbors. An edge between
two nodes exists in the LMST if and only if both nodes have each other in their one-hop MST.
This approach has seen considerable acceptance in the sensor networks community as it only
requires one-hop communication. Cartigny et al. develop an LMST-based approach to reliable
flooding [82]. Ovalle-Martínez et al. propose a method to convert LMSTs into globally optimal
MSTs by breaking cycles in the network graph [83].
We choose LMST for use in DCONCH as it is well-studied, inexpensive, and frequently used in
the context of sensor networks.
7.1.2 Plan Adjustment
CONCH plan adjustment in DCONCH proceeds as follows. During each radio frame, nodes
overhear sensor data sent between their neighbors. These measurements are compared
with the eavesdropping station’s own data, and it counts the number of times the difference
between these values changes. The cost of monitoring the link between these two stations is
equal to this value multiplied by the minimum distance between either of these nodes to the
sink (note that this information in particular is already exchanged via periodic beacons).
Note that the form in which a station transmits sensor data depends on its role. If the node
is an updater or a direct reporter, it will transmit its actual sensor value. However, if a node
is a reporter, it will only send the difference between its own value and that of its paired
updater. If only the reporter is in range, i.e., the eavesdropping station is unable to overhear
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u
vt
u
vt
Figure 7.2 – The contentious edge problem in DCONCH. Consider the network from the
perspective of node u (left) and node t (right). Dashed lines represent network connectivity,
and solid lines represent plan monitored edges. If the costs on various edges are estimated to
be similar, it is possible that nodes in this graph expect the other to take an edge connecting to
v . If neither does, v will be orphaned and its value will not be calculable.
the updater’s value, it is impossible to determine the reporter’s actual value. For this reason,
we only consider updater transmissions during edge cost calculation.
One issue in implementing DCONCH is that due to network losses, and the unreliable nature
of eavesdropping (i.e., the sender does not expect eavesdropping nodes to acknowledge
the transmission), the cost assigned to each edge is only an estimate. Different nodes may
have different cost estimates for the same network edge. LMST is not designed to operate
under these conditions, and does not guarantee connectivity unless all nodes share the same
weighted graph. One might imagine solving this problem by having all nodes periodically
share their edge weight estimates with their neighbors. However, one-hop agreement is not
sufficient. In order to guarantee that the LMST preserves connectivity, all nodes who can see
an edge must agree on its weight. On a unit disk graph, two nodes observing the same edge are
maximally two hops away, however in an asymmetrical network like we observe in our testbed
(recall Figure 6.2), they may be even farther. It is certain that performing per-edge consensus
between nodes that may be an arbitrary number of hops from each other is considerably more
expensive than the original CONCH algorithm. Also consider that periodically sharing these
estimates would limit replanning to the same period, hampering the ability of DCONCH to
adapt to changing conditions, much like the original algorithm.
In order to mitigate this problem, we must first identify edges that have a high risk of being
contentious, i.e., that may significantly impact the network topology based on small differ-
ences in cost estimation between nodes (see Figure 7.2). An edge t v considered potentially
contentious if a node u estimates the cost on t v to be similar to an edge between a node
adjacent to that edge and itself, such as uv . In this case, it is possible that both u and t believe
that the other node is responsible for connecting v to the network. We proceed by estimating
the maximum possible divergence between edge cost estimates. Thus, we consider an edge v t
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to be contentious if and only if, for any node u in range of both v and t
|costu(u, v)− costu(v, t )| <
∑
t
(1−qos(u, v)) (7.1)
where costu(v, t ) is the cost of the edge v t as estimated by u, and qos(u, v) is the link quality
estimate at u for v (i.e., it represents the probability that v will send a message not heard by u,
see Section 3.1.1 for details).
This problem is solved in DCONCH by forcing contentious edges to be included in every
node’s plan. This guarantees connectivity at the expense of redundant edges, (i.e., a poorer
approximation of the actual MST).
7.1.3 Model-based Constraints
In order to improve the performance of CONCH’s spatial and temporal constraints, we replace
the basic differential approach described above with a model-based approach. Instead of
transmitting sensor readings whenever they have changed over some threshold, we modify
the algorithm to maintain a statistical model of local sensor behavior and instead transmit the
model’s parameters. Thus, we must only ensure that the sink has accurate model parameters
for every node in the network.
Autoregressive Models
More specifically, we employ autoregressive (AR) models, maintained both at each network
node and at the sink. AR models are a special case of autoregressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) models. An AR model of order p, denoted AR(p), takes X to be a stationary process
formulated as follows:
Xt =C +
p∑
i=1
ϕi Xt−i +² (7.2)
where C and ϕi are parameters of the model, and ² is white noise with variance σ2. Further
details, including the derivation of the autoregressive model, can be found in e.g. [84].
While more powerful, fitting an ARIMA model is potentially intractable on limited hardware,
and may require solving an infinite system of equations. AR models only require solving a
strictly linear system of equations, and for small orders can be solved at a low computational
cost even on modest hardware (e.g., using Levinson recursion [85]).
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We choose p = 3—an AR model of order three—in our work, as it has previously been shown
to perform well on environmental datasets while still being computationally feasible in this
application [71]. This yields four model parameters that replace our previous differential
constraint: C , ϕ1, ϕ2, and ϕ3.
Changes to the underlying algorithm are straightforward. Each time a node takes a new
measurement, it recalculates its AR model parameters and, if they have changed significantly,
transmits the new coefficients along any links on which it is an updater. For each link on which
the node serves as a reporter, it then calculates the difference between its own vector of model
parameters and those that it received from each updater, and if the difference between any
two of these two sets of parameters has changed, they are transmitted to the sink. Note that
while we are now operating on four values instead of the sensor’s direct value, we have found
that the model has excellent predictive capabilities on our datasets, therefore resulting in a
reduced constraint breakage. As a consequence, its deployment results in a higher suppression
rate than the original approach when combined with a high planning frequency, as seen later
in this chapter.
7.2 Experimental Setup
In this chapter we present the results of calibrated simulations, using the simulation framework
described in Section 3.3, over the datasets collected in Chapter 6. We compare the performance
of CONCH and DCONCH with both the differential and autoregressive (i.e., AR-CONCH and
AR-DCONCH) edge constraints.
As before, CONCH (and now AR-CONCH as well) constructs a new plan every N = 5 hours.
7.3 Results
We present a comprehensive table of results in Table 7.1.
7.3.1 DConch Performance
We found that in our experiments DCONCH monitored on average 1.42 times as many edges
compared to CONCH. Due to its ability to replan locally (i.e., more frequently), the spatial
suppression rate in DCONCH is significantly higher (28.8% versus 12.9%). However, the
increase is not enough to compensate for the extra monitored edges.
7.3.2 Simulation Results
CONCH and AR-CONCH reduce the number of reported measurements by 51.1% and 57.2%
respectively. DCONCH shows considerably lower performance (32.3%) than CONCH on our two
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Method Algorithm Suppression Tx Energy Error
Testbed Default 0.0 % 0.0 ◦C
CONCH 45.3 % 0.21 ◦C
Simulation Default 0.0 % 1.38 mJ 0.0 ◦C
CONCH 51.1 % 0.66 mJ 0.30 ◦C
DCONCH 32.3 % 0.98 mJ 0.39 ◦C
AR-CONCH 57.2 % 0.62 mJ 0.29 ◦C
AR-DCONCH 63.9 % 0.51 mJ 0.33 ◦C
Table 7.1 – Algorithm performance
month dataset due to redundant monitored edges created by our spanning tree approximation.
However, AR-DCONCH is able to take advantage of fast replanning times to achieve a high rate
of spatial suppression, overcoming the performance of AR-CONCH with a suppression rate of
63.9%.
Ultimately, despite high rates of suppression, no algorithm shows a significant difference in
overall energy consumption as compared to the default algorithm.
7.3.3 Discussion
As we show below, it is clear from our results that Sensorscope’s current network architecture
does not benefit from suppression-based approaches to efficient monitoring. Many ultra
low-power network architectures have been proposed, however they often have extreme
data latencies (e.g., Koala [86], Dozer [87]) or heavily rely on the typical periodic nature of
environmental sampling (e.g., DISSense [88]). A low power protocol that can take advantage
of variable amounts of data per cycle must be identified before we can observe any real-world
gains.
Overall Savings
We performed simulations in MATLAB in order to determine at what point the algorithmic
choice has a significant impact on station lifetime. We precisely modeled the Sensorscope
network frame (as described in Section 3.1.1), using values for power consumption, station
density, and packet loss as measured during our outdoor deployments. Note that this model
approximates average performance, and does not account for the bursty nature of unacknowl-
edged packets.
Figure 7.3 shows that suppressing sensor data has an insignificant effect unless the station is
transmitting a large amount of data per frame (i.e., more than about 2 kB), while the busiest
node in our deployment was only responsible for about 30 bytes per frame. While transmitting
is indeed considerably more expensive than other station activities (recall Figure 3.6), the
datalogger still uses a significant amount of power even while the radio is not transmitting.
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Figure 7.3 – Modeled effect of suppressing half of all sensor measurements on power saved, as
a function of the total number of bytes to transmit per frame. We observe a slow increase until
the minimum frame length is reached (one hundred bytes), followed by periodic jumps that
correspond to the need for additional packets.
Once this overhead is surpassed by increasing demands on the radio, message suppression
begins to have a significant effect. We obtain a maximum overall power reduction of nearly
30% at the maximum frame length. Note that minimum versus maximum transmission power
makes only a small difference, as radio receive durations during CSMA backoffs dominate the
radio’s power budget.
Note that this plot will vary depending on the aforementioned factors. As the network becomes
more dense and packet loss increases, the positive effect of packet suppression may increase.
The effectiveness of this approach is visualized in Figure 7.4. We observe that, in the absence
of overhead, the performance of the differential constraint drops off very quickly as the replan-
ning period increases. A more powerful edge constraint must be used to leverage DCONCH’s
ability to replan more frequently. The AR model constraint benefits greatly from reduced
replanning time, yielding results more favorable to DCONCH by lessening the impact of re-
dundant edges and increasing the suppression rate overall. Ultimately, this change results in
AR-DCONCH sending 10.5% fewer messages than AR-CONCH in our simulations.
These results could be further improved if a model of the exact process under measure is
known. Any temporal model could potentially be used as an edge constraint as long as the
network nodes have the requisite processing power.
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Figure 7.4 – Performance with respect to plan duration for both the AR model and original
differential edge constraints. We observe that the AR model constraint is able to take greater
advantage of high replanning frequencies. Note that this plot ignores the replanning overhead,
i.e., the message cost of flooding the network with a new plan.
7.4 Summary
During the course of these past two chapters we took a suppression-based sensor network
monitoring algorithm from literature and implemented it on a real system. We modified the
algorithm significantly in order to make it feasible on real hardware. We found that it showed
poor performance under the dynamic conditions typical in sensor networks, and proposed
a fully distributed approach that is better able to adapt to unstable network topologies and
changing environmental conditions. Finally, we used a custom-developed power monitoring
board to show that even though these algorithms greatly reduce network traffic, they have no
effect on Sensorscope’s overall power consumption.
While in this work we studied algorithmic performance on a typical sensor at its typical
sampling rate (as configured by Sensorscope), performance estimates must be tied to the
characteristics of the underlying environmental process before they can be applied more
generally. Consider that the more severely a process is oversampled, the better suppression-
based algorithms will appear to perform. There exists a body of literature that explicitly
examines environmental relationships in the context of sensor networks (e.g., [89], [90]), and
in future works these relationships could be used as a predictor of algorithmic performance.
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8 Spatial Field Estimation
A
S a first step toward our hybrid sensor network, we develop a Bayesian approach
to combining observations of a field to form a two dimensional estimate. We
consider a class of sensor that is not able to make spatially precise measurements
of its environment, but instead observes a weighted average of measurements
inside its field of view—therefore, measurements taken at a greater height incorporate more
of the environment into their value.
8.1 Introduction
The remarkable accessibility of modern flying robots makes them an attractive platform for
environmental sensing. Quadrotor aircraft in particular have seen a recent surge in con-
sumer popularity due in large part to their robustness, stability and price. Autonomous and
semi-autonomous fixed-wing aircraft have seen increasing use in environmental sensing and
mapping, with the rise of companies such as senseFly [91]. Indeed, mobile environmental
sensing offers to ameliorate a common issue in static sensor deployments—limited coverage.
However, this approach is not without its drawbacks. Commercially available autonomous
flying platforms are still very limited in terms of flight time, and must be launched and
landed manually. Furthermore, at least at the time of this publication, most areas of the
developed world require that autonomous aircraft be supervised at all times by a human
operator. Ultimately, the combination of these issues suggests that while mobile platforms
offer a means of sensing with high spatial density, they suffer from limited overall autonomy,
thus limiting the frequency with which they might collect data.
We thus conclude that current technology requires using static and mobile sensing nodes in
tandem to achieve high measurement density and accuracy in both time and space. In this
chapter and the following (Chapter 9), we construct an approach to integrating a mobile node
with a static network, leveraging existing infrastructure to guide its data collection to best
complement measurements from static nodes.
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The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 8.2 we describe our technical
approach, including our sensing model and estimation algorithm. In Section 8.3, we proceed to
describe the tools used to evaluate our approach. In Section 8.4, we present our experimental
results, and offer some discussion. We conclude the chapter with a summary in Section 8.5.
8.2 Methods
This section describes the technical background and details of our approach, including our
model of the underlying environmental field and how it relates to sensor measurements under
our chosen class of sensors, i.e., our sensing model.
8.2.1 Spatial Model
Gaussian processes are commonly used to represent spatially varying processes, and form the
underpinnings of Kriging, a widely used interpolation technique in environmental science.
Gaussian Processes
A stochastic process X is a Gaussian process (GP) if and only if for every member of some index
set i ∈Λ, Xi is a Gaussian random variable, and further, for every k-length λ⊆Λwith finite k,
Xλ1,...,λk is a multivariate Gaussian.
In this chapter, we use GPs to model a spatially varying environmental process on a plane. We
model this process by discretizing it into a grid of points, pi , for each i ∈Λ. That is, each Xi
can be mapped to a point on a grid, with position pi .
Homogeneity
GPs have many desirable properties that result from their underlying normal distribution, e.g.
they are straightforward to manipulate and are computationally tractable, as we will see in the
rest of this chapter. Toward this end, we will restrict our model even further, to only consider
GPs which are both stationary and isotropic.
Any GP is completely described by its mean function µ, and covariance function K , the latter
of which is sometimes called its kernel. Given X∼GP(µ,K ), X is considered to be stationary if
and only if µ is constant insideΛ, and critically, if Ki j is solely a function of the vector pi −p j .
X is furthermore isotropic if and only if K depends only on the distance between points pi and
p j , di j . A GP that is both stationary and isotropic is called homogeneous.
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Examples
While our homogeneity assumption may seem restrictive, such GPs allow quite some variety
in spatial structure. The following covariance functions all meet aforementioned formulation.
For some scaling parameter a,
Exponential Ki j = exp
(
−di j
a
)
(8.1)
Gaussian Ki j = exp
(
−
d 2i j
a
)
(8.2)
Spherical Ki j =
{
1− 3di j2a +
d 3i j
2a3 if di j ≤ a
0 if di j > a
(8.3)
We can proceed to draw instantiations of GPs driven by these functions, as shown in Figure 8.1.
8.2.2 Sensing Model
Robotic platforms offer a particular advantage for measuring certain environmental quantities
with unprecedented spatial and temporal resolution. Previously, common options for remote
sensing were either the use of relatively low resolution satellite data, or hiring a manned
aircraft, e.g., as in the Léman-Baïkal survey [92]. Some information simply cannot be sampled
remotely, such as odor distribution [93]. Even when remote data is available for a field of
interest, such as surface temperature (e.g., via satellite) it may be of insufficient resolution
(in both time and space) to for example drive detailed models of microclimatic phenomena.
Flying robots offer the ability to take in situ measurements with a sensor of choice with high
spatial density.
However, inexpensive flying robots can only carry a modest payload, and many useful sensors
are simply too heavy to be mounted, e.g., high-resolution hyperspectral cameras [94], [95] or
thermal cameras [95], [96]. In this chapter we develop an approach for using a low resolution
(i.e., single pixel) thermal sensor to approximate the field measured by a high-quality thermal
camera. Our algorithm exploits a priori knowledge of a field’s statistical structure in order to
rapidly build an accurate estimation. In uncontrolled environments (i.e., field deployments),
one must make an approximation of such structure, either based on data collected under
similar conditions, simulation, expert knowledge, and/or an already deployed static network
that the mobile sensor is intended to complement. This structure, along with a model of
the thermal sensor’s response, is used to perform Gaussian process regression after each
measurement.
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(a) Sample from GP (left) with exponential covariance function, a = 3 (right).
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(b) Sample from GP (left) with Gaussian covariance function, a = 1 (right).
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(c) Sample from GP (left) with spherical covariance function, a = 3 (right).
Figure 8.1 – Samples from homogeneous GPs with various covariance functions.
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p(t )s
θ(t )i
f (t )s w
(t )
i
pi
Figure 8.2 – Sensing model. Consider the sensor to be at p(t )s . The value returned by the sensor
is the Gaussian-weighted sum of points inside its field of view. Point Xi is given a weight w
(t )
i
depending on its angle θ(t )i to the direction the sensor is facing, f
(t )
s .
The sensors we consider in our work operate as single pixel cameras, and can be modeled by a
Gaussian weighted average with the angle between a particular point on the target surface and
the sensor’s orientation (see Figure 8.2). Thus, at time t the weight a given point Xi contributes
to the sensor’s observation is:
w (t )i =
{
N (θ(t )i ,0,σs) if θ
(t )
i < rs
0 otherwise
(8.4)
with sensor range rs and shape parameter σs . θ
(t )
i is the angle between the facing direction of
the sensor, f (t )s , and the vector between the position of the sensor, p
(t )
s , and the position of the
respective element of the GP, pi :
θ(t )i = cos−1
f (t )s ·
(
p(t )s −pi
)
∣∣∣ f (t )s ∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣(p(t )s −pi )∣∣∣ (8.5)
Under this model, the sensor observes a low-pass filtered version of the underlying field,
and the width of the blur increases with sensor height (see Figure 8.4). Let x denote the
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instantiation of some GP X. The value returned by the sensor is thus:
v (t )s =
Λ∑
i
w (t )i xi +² (8.6)
For some Gaussian noise ²∼N (0,σ2n). Note that a weighted sum of Gaussians is also Gaussian.
8.2.3 Incorporating Observations
We use Gaussian process regression (GPR) to fuse observations from our sensor into an
estimate of the underlying field. GPR is a well-studied technique that has benefited from
popularity in the machine learning community—and as such, is reasonably performant, even
for a large number of states.
We can derive the conditioned GP by standard Bayesian methods, which yield the following
equations for our posterior mean vector and covariance matrix, given observations from time
t1, ..., tk :
E
[
X|v (t1,...,tk )s
]
=Cov
[
X, v (t1,...,tk )s
](
Cov
[
v (t1,...,tk )s
]
+σ2n I
)−1
v (t1,...,tk )s (8.7)
Cov
[
X|v (t1,...,tk )s
]
=K −Cov
[
X, v (t1,...,tk )s
](
Cov
[
v (t1,...,tk )s
]
+σ2n I
)−1
Cov
[
v (t1,...,tk )s ,X
]
(8.8)
With the covariance between an observation and a single point:
Cov
[
v (t )s ,Xi
]= Λ∑
j
w (t )j Ki j (8.9)
And the covariance between observations at times t ,u:
Cov
[
v (t )s , v
(u)
s
]= Λ∑
i
Λ∑
j
w (t )i w
(u)
j Ki j (8.10)
Note that the posterior covariance (Equation 8.8) does not depend on the observed values,
but only their statistics. This is a key feature of GPs, and it is of critical importance when it
comes to path planning (Chapter 9).
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(a) Instantiation of GP.
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(b) Observation at 5 m.
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(c) Observation at 10 m.
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(d) Observation at 15 m.
Figure 8.3 – (a) Instantiation of GP with Gaussian covariance function (Equation 8.2) and
a = 1 m. (b–d) Observed value at each point in the field, with fs perpendicular to the ground
plane, at various heights. Black dashed circle represents width of the weighting function’s
standard deviation with respect to the ground plane, given σs = 2.74◦.
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(a) Ground truth.
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(b) Estimation after one sample.
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(c) Estimation after 20 samples.
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(d) Estimation after 100 samples.
Figure 8.4 – (a) Instantiation of GP with Gaussian covariance function (Equation 8.2) and
a = 1 m. (b–d) Estimation after taking progressively more randomly placed samples, with fs
perpendicular to the ground plane, at a height of 5 m, and σs = 2.74◦.
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Figure 8.5 – Mean (line) and standard deviation (shaded area) of estimator performance taking
samples at random, aggregated over 200 simulations. Field size 4 x 4 m.
8.3 Experimental Setup
We proceed to explore the performance of our estimation approach in both simulation and
reality. Our simulation results were gathered on our custom-built simulator on our computa-
tional cluster, both of which are described in Section 3.6.1.
In simulation, we useσs = 2.74◦ from the infrared thermometer’s sensing model (Section 3.5.1).
Our outdoor flight uses the quadrotor-mounted spectrometer (Section 3.5.2), which has
σs = 6.67◦.
8.4 Results
In this section we present quantitative simulation results, and a qualitative outdoor experi-
ment.
8.4.1 Simulation Results
Here we compare the performance of the estimation process as a function of sensor height. In
Figure 8.5a, the correlation range is relatively large with respect to the field size, and sampling
at lower heights generally gives a better performance. However, at a height of 1 m, we can
already observe a tradeoff—early performance is slightly worse than sampling from height,
and only yields the best performance after 40 samples. In Figure 8.5b, the small correlation
range results in a much more diverse performance across heights. Here we can see a general
trend—early, it is better to sample at high altitude, then descending over the course of the
estimation process.
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8.4.2 Outdoor Flight with Spectrometer
Having validated our approach quantitatively in simulation, we now explore its use in hand
with a more exotic sensor, in an uncontrolled environment. The Hamamatsu mini-spectrometer
resolves incoming light to very precise spectral bands across the visible spectrum and into the
near infrared, effectively functioning as a single pixel hyperspectral camera.
Figure 8.6 presents the outcome of a five minute flight over a catch basin adjacent to a farm plot
near EPFL’s campus, during which we logged lateral position via GPS, height via barometric
pressure sensor, estimated pose by IMU, and measurements from the spectrometer. The
quadrotor was flown manually at a height of approximately ten meters.
8.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented a GP regression-based approach to fusing measurements from a
single-pixel optical sensor to form a two-dimensional map. We developed a flexible simulation
environment to evaluate estimation performance as a function of the spatial characteristics of
the field under measure.
After validating our approach in simulation, we performed a qualitative evaluation using data
from a single-pixel spectrometer acquired by mounting it on a quadrotor for a manual outdoor
flight.
Note that we defer any discussion of strategies for choosing where to sample to the following
chapter (Chapter 9).
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(a) Experimental site. Catch basin adjacent to farm
plot. Note the red hydrant to the right of the
catch basin.
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(b) Normalized posterior variance at the end of the experi-
ment. Measurement locations marked by white crosses.
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(c) Visible spectrum reconstruction. Catch basin
and hydrant are both clearly visible.
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(d) NDVI reconstruction. Positive values correspond to veg-
etation.
Figure 8.6 – Data from outdoor flight with mounted spectrometer.
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9 Informative Path Planning
I
N this chapter, we examine methods for deciding where to best make observations of a
particular field in attempting to maximally improve our estimation of it. We implement
and evaluate approaches both for sensor placement, i.e., where best to place static
sensors, and path planning, i.e., how a mobile sensor should choose to move through
the space, ultimately combining the two to form a heterogeneous sensor network.
Under our proposed approach, we leverage an a priori estimate of the statistical spatial
structure of the quantity under measure in order to plan our next observation. We implement
our algorithms on a real-world flying robot, equipped with an infrared thermometer, and
assess their performance both in simulation and a novel indoor testbed.
In order to evaluate our approach, we propose the use of electrical heaters to create a repeat-
able thermal gradient. The heaters are placed with uniformly random position and orientation
inside the area of flight, producing a field that can be statistically characterized. Ground
truth is provided using a high-resolution thermal camera, and is compared to a flying robot’s
estimation produced by scanning the area with an infrared thermometer.
9.1 Related Work
Environmental sensor placement and control is an active area of research. Assuming that the
field under measure can be modeled as a Gaussian process (GP), researchers have proposed
multiple criteria for predicting the “informativeness” of a sampling position, most commonly
either the variance of the GP or mutual information. Mutual information has been shown to
be a more effective measure of sample utility [97], and has subsequently been used for both
sensor placement [98] and the control of mobile sensors [99]–[101]. Alternative methods have
been proposed to better cope with a lack a priori information about the field under measure.
Ouyang et al. propose a tradeoff between gathering data that improves estimation accuracy
versus data that better reveals the correlation structure of the process [102].
Some of the works listed above use more nuanced statistical models and target more complex
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fields (e.g., anisotropic, nonstationary) than the approaches we develop in this chapter; how-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, none of them have been systematically validated via real
experiments. Our goal in this chapter is specifically to develop an approach that lends itself
well to real-world experimentation on a robotic platform. We thus evaluate our approaches
exclusively on homogeneous random fields, so that we might build a baseline understanding
of the performance of these approaches on a real system.
9.2 Methods
We implement and compare three approaches to guiding the quadrotor’s sampling path: a
naive “fixed grid” algorithm, which, given a period of time, evenly distributes its samples as a
grid over the field, and two greedy algorithms that seek to maximize an information-theoretic
quantity at each step.
9.2.1 Background
Our sampling strategies depend on two information theoretic quantities: entropy and mutual
information.
Entropy
Entropy can be described as a measure of the uncertainty about a random variable. For a
given discrete random variable, X , its entropy is
H(X )=−∑
i
P (X = xi ) log(P (X = xi )) (9.1)
We can further define the conditional entropy between two random variables to represent the
the amount of uncertainty that remains once the other’s value is known.
H(X |Y )=∑
i , j
P (X = xi ,Y = y j ) log
(
P (Y = y j )
P (X = xi ,Y = y j )
)
(9.2)
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Mutual Information
Mutual information is a measurement of the mutual dependence between two random vari-
ables. It can be defined in terms of entropy, as follows:
I (X ;Y ) =H(X )−H(Y |X )
=H(Y )−H(X |Y ) (9.3)
for two random variables X and Y . Intuitively, mutual information is a measure of how much
we learn about one variable, knowing the value of the other. If X and Y are independent,
I (X ;Y )= 0.
9.2.2 Sampling Strategies
Later in this chapter we will build hybrid networks, where a mobile node operates in part
with a static sensor network. Intelligently placing static nodes not only has a great effect on
estimation quality, but may also determine the path of the quadrotor.
Static Sensor Sampling Strategy
Static sensor placement is well-studied, and has seen use in a number of applications. It is a
key element of the design of an environmental sensing deployment. In the remainder of this
chapter, static nodes are always placed according to a greedy mutual information algorithm,
as proposed in [98].
However, given that our sensors are not point sensors as in the above work, but measure
an aggregate of the space inside their field of view (FOV), their full pose must be known in
order to determine precisely what area of the space they are observing. We can then compute
the mutual information as specified in [98], given that the covariance between two sensor
observations in our model is given by Equation 8.10.
Mobile Sensor Sampling Strategy
Fixed grid Our naive approach simply distributes measurements evenly over the field, in a
grid pattern. While simple, under our homogeneous GP assumption and for a fixed
length of time, it is difficult to outperform.
Greedy information-theoretic We propose two information-theoretic strategies, one that
moves in the direction of maximum entropy, and another that moves in the direction
that maximally increases information about the underlying GP.
Here we formulate the problem a bit differently than the static case above. Instead of
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an a priori fixed set of possible sampling locations as in [98], at each step we evaluate
positions on the surface of a disk centered on the sensor’s current position. The sensor
moves in the direction that maximally increases the entropy or mutual information
measure.
Formally, we first consider the mutual information case. The mobile sensor builds up a
set of measured positions over the course of an experiment, A. At each step, we choose
the point on the disk y that maximally increases our information about the set of points
in the underlying GP, S. That is, we seek to maximize I (A∪ y ;S)− I (A;S).
Again, in a similar fashion to [98], we can derive
I (A∪ y ;S)− I (A;S) =H(A∪ y)−H(A∪ y | S)− [H(A)−H(A | S)]
=H(A∪ y)+H(S)−H(A∪S∪ y)− [H(A)+H(S)−H(A∪S)]
=H(A∪ y)−H(A)− [H(A∪S∪ y)−H(A∪S)]
=H(y | A)−H(y | A∪S)
(9.4)
As our quantity to optimize. The maximum entropy strategy simply drops the second
part of the equation, sampling to maximize H(y | A).
9.3 Experimental Setup
We present a performance comparison between the three aforementioned path planning
strategies in both simulation and in a controlled indoor testing environment. Our unified
software framework (and simulation environment) is described in Section 3.6.1, and the
estimation process can be reviewed in Figure 9.1.
Our indoor testbed provides centimeter-accuracy localization, and a repeatable physical field
to be sensed by the flying craft.
We validate our approach in a real-world setting using a flying robot in a semi-controlled
environment. Specifically, we mount an infrared thermometer downward-facing on a quadro-
tor (see Section 3.5.1 for details). The quadrotor is flown in an indoor arena, with absolute
positioning provided by a camera-based motion capture system. Electrical heaters are placed
on the floor of the arena, tilted downward at a slight angle, generating a thermal gradient for
the mobile sensor to sense and estimate.
This method is flexible in that it allows for repeatable testing by rearranging the heaters in
an arbitrary fashion. Performance evaluation is made possible by our choice of modality—a
thermal camera is used to construct a ground truth to which the quadrotor’s field estimation
can be compared.
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(a) The sensor position, marked by the red star, is
stored in the sensor state module. Here, the fixed-
grid strategy module implementation sets the sen-
sor’s target position as the next point in the grid,
marked by the red circle.
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(e) The estimator updates the posterior variance of the
field based on this new measurement. Note that
the shape becomes smoother in this phase due to
the underlying isotropic covariance function.
Figure 9.1 – Walkthrough of estimation and planning framework.
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Figure 9.2 – Experiment in progress. Electrical heaters on the ground produce a surface
temperature gradient to be estimated by the quadrotor.
Our arena is equipped with a MotionAnalysis Osprey [103] motion capture system, comprised
of 20 cameras distributed around the space. The system provides real-time positioning at
100 Hz with millimeter precision, over a total volume of 3×3×2 m established for our ex-
periments. Position data is streamed to the quadrotor over Wi-Fi, where it is fused with
measurements from its inertial measurement unit (IMU) in order to perform precision naviga-
tion.
Due to the limited space of our flying arena, and the narrow FOV of our mounted sensor, we
performed all our scans at a fixed height of 1.8 m.
9.3.1 Environmental Field
We generate a thermal gradient to be sensed by the quadrotor’s mounted infrared thermometer.
At the start of each experiment, we place five electrical heating units, powered between 1–2 kW,
around the floor of the arena. Each heater is tilted downward by approximately 10◦ to increase
the effect on the arena floor. See Figure 9.2 for an example of the setup.
Given that we have chosen to model our field as stationary, by placing the heaters inside the
arena with uniform position and orientation the field can also be considered isotropic.
We measured a set of ten fields generated as such using a thermal camera (see Section 9.3.2),
calculated their empirical covariance and found a good fit using the Gaussian covariance
model (Equation 8.2) with a = 0.646 m. Again, given the assumptions outlined above, this
function fully characterizes the spatial structure of the field.
An anisotropic field could be generated by orienting all heaters in the same direction, or
we could model existing anisotropy by dropping the assumption of stationarity. Both our
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Figure 9.3 – Experimental and fitted variogram for a set of ten of our ground truth surface
temperature maps, each representing an instantiation of our random electrical heater-based
thermal gradients. The fitted covariance model is Gaussian, with a = 0.646 m.
estimation and our path planning algorithms are able to deal with this non-homogeneity, but
given the amount of time required to perform these experiments, we only evaluate them on
fields with homogeneous covariance structures.
9.3.2 Ground Truth Construction
A FLIR A320 thermal camera (see Figure 9.4) is used to precisely measure the thermal gradients
generated by various placements of our electrical heaters. This surface temperature map is
then used to characterize the field, as above, and to evaluate the performance of our sampling
strategies.
Due to the camera’s limited 25◦ FOV, and the low ceiling in the experimental arena, it is not
possible to take a picture of the whole field at once, and it must instead be constructed from
a series of thermal images taken from different positions. In this section we explain this
construction process.
Assuming the pose of the thermal camera is known, and that the ground is flat, we can project
the thermal image into the ground plane. As a first step in this projection, the three main axes
of the camera are computed as
ax =Rb
01
0
 , ay =Rb
00
1
 , az =Rb
10
0
 , (9.5)
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(a) FLIR A320 thermal camera with infrared reflectors for
absolute positioning.
(b) Thermal image taken by the FLIR thermal cam-
era during the ground truth construction pro-
cess.
(c) Calibration frame with heated infrared markers. (d) Calibration frame as seen by the thermal camera.
Figure 9.4 – The thermal gradients produced by our electrical heaters are measured using a
thermal camera. Each image taken by the camera is associated with its position and orienta-
tion, obtained by correcting motion capture system pose estimates with a corrective transform,
obtained by calibrating the camera with a handmade frame.
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Figure 9.5 – Examples of ground truth surface temperature fields constructed using the thermal
camera.
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with Rb the world rotation to body rotation matrix. Assuming that there is no distortion in the
image, the direction of incoming infrared light for pixel i , j at position px , py is
qi j = az +
( sx
2 −px
)
FOV
90 sx2
ax +
(
sy
2 −py
)
FOV
90 sx2
ay , (9.6)
with sx and sy a pixel’s horizontal and vertical position respectively, and FOV the camera’s
field of view. qi j is then projected on the horizontal plane:
ri j = pc,z +‖v‖2
qi j
qTi j v
, (9.7)
with v = [0,0, pc,z]T the camera position’s vertical component. The projection ri j is performed
for each pixel of each image and is associated with the temperature ti j encoded in the pixel’s
value. To reduce the amount of data points, the points are aggregated in a grid. For each cell
in the grid, the average temperature of all pixels that are inside the cell is computed. Examples
of the resulting ground truth image can be seen in Figure 9.5.
Thermal Camera Calibration
Even with the motion capture system in place, estimating the exact pose of the thermal camera
is not straightforward. The motion capture system returns the centroid of the positions of
the infrared markers placed on the camera (i.e., the markers seen in 9.4a), with an arbitrarily
aligned orientation. Given that the thermal map is constructed by taking images from many
different positions inside the arena, it is critical that we accurately estimate the camera’s pose.
To this end, we built a calibration frame that allows us to collect 2D–3D point correspondences
between the thermal camera imagery and the pose estimated by the motion capture system,
respectively. The frame consists of four infrared markers, heated from the inside by a resistor
(see Figures 9.4c and 9.4d). Using standard image processing techniques, we can compute a
corrective transformation between these correspondences, which we then use to obtain the
camera’s body rotation matrix, Rb , from the pose estimated by the motion capture system.
9.3.3 Experimental Procedure
The above calibration of the thermal camera is performed once at the start of each experi-
mental session—which may consist of several subsequent experiments. The calibration is
valid until the motion tracking system’s cameras shift, e.g. due to the metal frame to which
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they are mounted expanding or contracting according to temperature changes. In general, we
recalibrate once every 24 hours.
Each experiment then proceeds as follows.
1. Heater placement is determined. A script is executed that generates a random position
and orientation for each heater inside the arena. The heaters are placed accordingly,
and we allow several minutes to pass in order for the arena’s temperature to reach
equilibrium.
2. Ground truth registration is performed (as in Section 9.3.2). Care must be taken during
this step not to alter the positions of heating elements in the arena, including the power
strips and cables running to each of the heaters.
3. Quadrotor flights are performed according to precomputed paths. Sensor data and
position information is collected during the entire experiment. Each algorithm is run
for each possible static sensor configuration, for a total of seven flights. Each flight
lasts approximately two minutes, and the quadrotor’s battery must typically be changed
halfway through the seven flights.
9.4 Results
We evaluate all three algorithms—fixed grid, greedy maximum entropy, and greedy mutual
information—both in simulation and our indoor testbed.
Recall that for a given experimental configuration—i.e., field size, statistical structure, and
static node placement—the path generated by all three of the above algorithms can be com-
puted a priori. The simulation results use the same underlying covariance function that was
fit to the testbed field in the previous chapter, for sake of comparison.
For each algorithm, we present performance results for 1) a mobile sensor operating alone, 2)
a mobile sensor operating over a field of ten previously deployed static nodes, and 3) the same,
finally with twenty static nodes. As described above, the static nodes are placed by a greedy
mutual information strategy. In the testbed experiments, the values measured by these static
nodes are simulated.
9.4.1 Simulation
We present simulation results in Figure 9.6. Both greedy approaches perform better early in
the experiment, but tend to become stuck in local extrema. The grid-based strategy perfectly
distributes the given number of samples across the sampling area, so as the run continues, it
eventually wins out. Note that the greedy approaches maintain a longer lead as we increase
the number of static sensors placed beforehand.
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(c) Twenty static sensors.
Figure 9.6 – Performance over the course of simulation for all three algorithms. Solid line
represents the mean RMSE of the estimate, while the shaded area represents its standard
deviation. Static sensors are placed before the start of the experiment (i.e., before sample
number zero above). Each algorithm was evaluated over two hundred runs, and each run used
a uniquely generated random field (Gaussian covariance with a = 0.646 m).
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(c) Twenty static sensors.
Figure 9.7 – Performance over the course of real-robot experiment for all three algorithms.
Solid line represents the RMSE of the estimate, while the shaded area represents the standard
deviation. Static sensors are placed before the start of the experiment (i.e., before time zero
above).
Also notable is that while the mutual information-based strategy performs almost strictly
better than the maximum entropy strategy in an open arena, the latter is better able to find
pockets of information in the field in the presence of previously deployed static nodes.
9.4.2 Indoor Testbed
We performed five real-robot flights in our indoor testbed for each algorithm and for each
possible sensor configuration. A comparison of estimate RMSE over the course of the each
experiment is given in Figure 9.7.
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Figure 9.8 – Ground truth used in the real experiments on the following pages, as reconstructed
using thermal camera imagery.
9.4.3 Discussion
First, we note a strong qualitative matching between our real-robot experiments in our indoor
testbed (Figure 9.7) and our simulation results (Figure 9.6). In both simulation and reality, the
greedy information-theoretic algorithms take an early lead, seeking out the most informative
areas of the field, while the fixed grid approach, finishes with a higher-quality estimate—note
that due to our assumption of field homogeneity, the fixed grid approach optimally distributes
the samples for a given time budget.
As the number of static sensors increases, note that the information-theoretic algorithms stay
competitive with the fixed grid approach later into the experiments. Early in the estimation
process, the fixed grid approach takes many measurements that are redundant with those
taken by the static sensors. The adaptive algorithms are able to seek out more useful measure-
ments by avoiding areas informed by the static sensors. This effect is magnified by increased
static sensor density. Again, we observe this trend in both simulation and reality.
It is difficult however to quantitatively compare the simulations with real robot results. The
real-robot experiments suffer many sources of error which are not explicitly modeled, and
ultimately this leads to less accurate estimates than we observe in our simulation results.
Such error sources include vibration of the sensor due to the quadrotor’s flight, which may
increase the area observed by the sensor; changes in the temperature of the sensor itself,
which has a large influence on its measured surface temperature; or airflow from the rotors
disrupting the thermal gradient on the floor of the arena, resulting in measurements that do
not match the ground truth. Quantifying and otherwise addressing these issues will improve
the overall estimation and should ultimately lead to results in line with the ideal case, as in our
simulations.
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(b) Fixed grid posterior estimation.
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(d) Maximum entropy posterior estimation.
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(f) Mutual information posterior estimation.
Figure 9.9 – Real-robot trajectories and estimation results for mobile sensors acting alone
(i.e., without a supporting static network). (a), (c), (e) Actual trajectory of quadrotor executing
the fixed grid, maximum entropy, and mutual information strategies, respectively. (b), (d), (f)
Example of final field estimate upon concluding each strategy.
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(a) Fixed grid path over static network posterior
variance.
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(b) Fixed grid posterior estimation.
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(c) Maximum entropy path over static network
posterior variance.
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(d) Maximum entropy posterior estimation.
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(e) Mutual information path over static network
posterior variance.
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(f) Mutual information posterior estimation.
Figure 9.10 – Real-robot trajectories and estimation results for mobile sensors cooperating
with a network of ten static nodes. (a), (c), (e) Actual trajectory of quadrotor executing the
fixed grid, maximum entropy, and mutual information strategies, respectively. Overlaid on the
posterior estimation variance for the static network only. The blue low variance patches thus
correspond to the ten static sensors placed. The two information-theoretic strategies tend to
measure more frequently where the estimation variance is higher. (b), (d), (f) Example of final
field estimate upon concluding each strategy.
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(a) Fixed grid path over static network posterior
variance.
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(b) Fixed grid posterior estimation.
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(c) Maximum entropy path over static network
posterior variance.
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(d) Maximum entropy posterior estimation.
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(e) Mutual information path over static network
posterior variance.
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(f) Mutual information posterior estimation.
Figure 9.11 – Real-robot trajectories and estimation results for mobile sensors cooperating
with a network of twenty static nodes. (a), (c), (e) Actual trajectory of quadrotor executing the
fixed grid, maximum entropy, and mutual information strategies, respectively. Overlaid on the
posterior estimation variance for the static network only. The blue low variance patches thus
correspond to the twenty static sensors placed. The two information-theoretic strategies tend
to measure more frequently where the estimation variance is higher. (b), (d), (f) Example of
final field estimate upon concluding each strategy.
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Future Directions
Given the greedy controllers’ tendency to become stuck in local extrema, coupled with the
fact that under our current model, their paths may be precomputed entirely, it is clear that
long term planning would be beneficial to their performance. Given that choosing an optimal
path in terms of entropy/mutual information is in the general case NP-hard [98], [104], we are
currently exploring the application of traveling salesman approximation techniques to path
planning in this domain.
Many environmental fields have local nonstationarity—as is the case in our indoor testbed.
While the general process by which we generate our thermal gradients can only be described as
stationary, local anisotropies exist, for instance following the direction of a heat vent. Ouyang
et al. propose an approach to mobile sampling that is “piecewise-stationary”, i.e., they fit local
stationary kernels to different parts of the field in an online fashion, as measurements are
taken [102]. This line of approach is able to represent much more complex spatial structures.
Due to the sparse distribution of heaters in our experiments, the testbed field often has
large spaces with zero gradient. The presence of such areas makes it difficult to fit a single
stationary model to the field. Interestingly, this problem also appears in the study of rainfall
prediction: large areas of the space may be dry, while areas experiencing nonzero rainfall are
somehow well-related. Schleiss et al. propose a sort of masking technique, in which areas not
experiencing the phenomenon are treated separately from those that are [105].
9.5 Summary
In this chapter, we compared three algorithms for guiding a mobile sensor taking samples of
an environmental field as part of a hybrid-mobility sensor network. We implemented and
evaluated our approach in both simulation and an indoor real-robot testbed.
Our indoor testbed features controlled thermal gradients, configured by randomly placing
electrical heaters pointing at the floor. The mobile node used an infrared thermometer to
sample various points in the field, as governed by one of the three aforementioned algorithms,
which were ultimately combined to form a two-dimensional estimate of the field.
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10 Conclusion
T
ODAY there exists a large gap between literature surrounding the sensor networks
community and real systems found “in the wild”. In this thesis, we attempted
to bridge this gap for very targeted scenarios. Each one of our experimental
case studies required the integration of numerous technologies, and involved
many different actors with widely varying fields of expertise. Real-world implementation and
application of sensor network technology is often a great and expensive effort; it is our hope
that in this manuscript we can communicate the color and uniqueness of results that may be
obtained by following this methodology.
This chapter proceeds with reflections on our approach, practical lessons from our experi-
mental work, a summary of our contributions, and pointers to directions of future work.
10.1 Approach
This section revisits the approach that we laid out in Chapter 2. Our primary goal in this
thesis was to explore the use of distributed intelligent systems in observing and estimating
environmental processes with high spatial density. We specifically sought out opportunities
for experimental work, i.e., implementing various algorithms and models as part of a real-
world system; and interdisciplinary projects, so that we might leverage domain expertise to
contribute new sensing capabilities to other fields.
10.1.1 Distributed Sensing
Distributed sensing is vital to our aforementioned primary goal—sensing with high spatial
density. For in situ sensors, a distributed approach is simply the only option, ignoring mo-
bility, which may or may not be applicable depending on the time scale of the process being
measured. Even in remote sensing one faces conflict between coverage, resolution, and
freshness—companies such as Skybox Imaging [106] seek to augment traditional Earth ob-
servation satellites with a denser network of less expensive microsatellites, in order to collect
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satellite imagery with greater coverage and freshness.
In Chapter 4, we deployed a monitoring and prediction system for a common agricultural pest.
This project captures the spirit of distributed sensing in two ways. First, by simply deploying
environmental sensors closer to the phenological phenomena they seek to predict—ultimately,
a denser network of such stations may lead to a better understanding of the pest. Second,
replacing manually checked traps with an automated pest detection system may enable
greater overall trap density. According to leadership at Andermatt Biocontrol AG, farmers
typically vastly underdeploy labor-intensive pest detection measures. Such an application of
this technology may be a first step towards fixing these issues, thus further mitigating crop
losses to these pests.
In Chapters 5, 6 and 7, we specifically investigated reducing the component-level costs of
deploying dense networks. In Chapter 5, we exploited an environmental fluid dynamics model
to enable the estimation of sensible heat flux with a sensor that is orders of magnitude cheaper
than the alternative. Chapters 6 and 7 examine a data-aware suppression algorithm intended
to reduce per-station energy usage—the idea of which has a number of benefits related to
network scalability and cost.
Finally, in Chapters 8 and 9, we evaluate the performance of a hybrid-mobility sensor network
for high density sampling of both simulated and real-world environmental fields.
10.1.2 Intelligent Nodes
Embedded intelligence at the node level is a key ingredient in densely deployed networks—
avoiding power hungry and potentially disruptive actions such as extended use of onboard
radios often requires increased software complexity.
The biological lifecycle models discussed in Chapter 4 are certainly tractable for implementa-
tion on embedded hardware. While it was not done in the course of this project, predicting
for instance the eclosion of the codling moth could inform a remotely monitored trap about
when to active its camera. On the other hand, embedding more basic biological knowledge of
the targeted pest may also be useful. The codling moth flies to mate only one time per day,
under specific conditions—again, a node could use this knowledge to avoid activating the
trap’s camera when no new catches are likely.
In Chapter 5, while it is a simple example, computing and transmitting only the running
mean and variance of the measured temperature from the sensor node itself allows us to
save significant traffic on the network. Continuing in this theme, Chapters 6 and 7 gave a
more general approach to preventing unnecessary data transmission in sensor networks.
However, despite suppressing a considerable amount of traffic, we did not observe real-world
power savings—the underlying system constraints must be carefully considered, otherwise
optimization is unlikely to bring any advantage.
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While the paths computed for the mobile node in Chapter 9 could be precomputed in our
case, due to properties of the Gaussian model that underlies our chosen statistical framework,
algorithms that learn the covariance structure in an online fashion will require on-the-fly cal-
culation onboard the quadrotor itself, as would a node cooperating with other unpredictable
mobile sensors.
10.1.3 Experimental Methodology
An experimental approach is critical for ensuring the real-world feasibility and applicability of
new algorithms and platforms. This section describes the real-world experiments performed
during the course of this thesis, and their impacts.
In Chapter 4 we deployed four stations to two experimental sites from March 2014 to Septem-
ber 2014. Both sites were located on an apple orchard under the management and with the
cooperation of Varone & Consorts. Each site was comprised of a Sensorscope “Smartrap”
station and a separate Sensorscope station equipped with various environmental sensors. We
found it quite difficult to manage a power-hungry station in an apple orchard. Our equipment
had to be kept in line with the orchard’s trees in order to avoid interfering with farming ma-
chinery, and once the leaves grew in, we experienced intermittent failures throughout the
remainder of the season.
In Chapter 5, we integrated a novel method of estimating sensible heat flux with the Sen-
sorscope platform, allowing us to perform a several-week heat flux monitoring deployment
without the use of expensive hardware.
In Chapter 6, we deployed ten stations on the rooftop of an EPFL building for five weeks. We
attached attenuators to each station’s short-range radio antenna in order to artificially increase
the diameter of the network over a small space. However, this led to the network being easily
disrupted by weather effects, and in the end we only managed to retrieve 15 days of useful
data.
In Chapter 9, we constructed a repeatable testbed for mobile sampling in an indoor flying
arena. Using a motion capture system, thermal camera, and several electrical heaters, we were
able to perform mobile estimation experiments using a mounted infrared thermometer to
measure a potentially repeatable thermal gradient.
10.1.4 Interdisciplinarity
While each of the case studies in this thesis required some degree of collaboration, those in
Part II were the most heavily interdisciplinary. In Chapter 4, we invested considerable effort in
reaching out to and working with domain experts at Andermatt Biocontrol AG, for practicalities
with respect to trap design and testing, and deployment best practices; Agroscope, for state-of-
the-art knowledge on codling moth modeling and prediction; Varone & Cohorts for station
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placement issues with respect to farming equipment and longevity; and Sensorscope Sarl for
trap construction and online data retrieval.
In Chapter 5, the fluid dynamics model application and validation via reference deployment
was due to researchers at EPFL’s Laboratory of Environmental Fluid Mechanics and Hydrol-
ogy (EFLUM), and sensor design and physical integration with the Sensorscope system was
performed by Alexander Bahr.
Chapter 6, power board electrical and mechanical design was performed by Alexander Bahr.
10.2 Lessons Learned
During the course of the work involved in this thesis, we performed years worth of continuous
data collection across multiple experimental platforms. Often we managed multiple remote
deployments simultaneously, with different hardware or software configurations. This section
describes some of the practical techniques we developed to ease this process.
■ Keep a photographic record of all deployed hardware. We found that our practice of stor-
ing photographs of every deployed sensor station alongside collected data to be crucial
to recalling not only their exact hardware configuration at the time of deployment, but
also to reason about the data a posteriori. Particularly in exploratory work, it is difficult
to predict what environmental features of the experimental site might be explanatory
to the observed data—sensor height and relative position to tall objects (e.g., trees or
walls) are two that proved interesting to consider when analyzing the temperature data
from our codling moth deployment.
■ Report software revision on station boot. In addition to recording the hardware config-
uration of deployed stations, the software configuration is also critical. We leveraged
existing Sensorscope functionality that reports a software version number on station
boot—modifying it to report a version number tied to our revision control system. This
allowed us to better diagnose anomalous data post-deployment, and during deployment
to map issues with particular stations to software revisions, ultimately improving our
ability to iterate and improve our code.
■ Real-time monitoring tools. As we accumulated more expertise in real-world sensor
network deployments, we found time spent developing simple tools for monitoring
station health was well invested. While triggered alerts—such as email notifications for
low battery voltage and outright station failure—were somewhat useful, other failures are
difficult to detect automatically, in particular individual sensor failure or malfunctioning.
We found it immensely useful to have a visualization dashboard for each ongoing
deployment, displaying as much time series data as possible in such a fashion that
unusual events are detectable at a glance.
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10.3 Summary
Here we summarize the various contributions and themes of this thesis.
■ Via the integration a number of technologies, in collaboration with several partners,
we built and deployed a system for detecting the presence of an agricultural pest, the
codling moth, using an automated moth-counting trap. We proceed to use this trap as a
ground truth for assessing the effectiveness of using locally gathered data to predict the
moth’s lifecycle using state-of-the-art phenological models.
■ In collaboration with domain experts, we use a recently proposed statistical technique
to perform sensible heat flux estimation with high spatial density, fully integrating the
approach with a commercial sensor network system. An underlying physical model
of the phenomenon is used to drastically reduce the actual cost per node and power
consumption.
■ We modified CONCH, a data suppression algorithm from the literature, such that it was
feasible to implement on a commercial sensor network platform, and evaluated its affect
on the actual power consumed by the station via a custom developed power monitoring
extension board.
■ We proposed further modifications to improve the ability of the above approach to oper-
ate in unreliable networks where centralized control may hurt performance, creating
DCONCH, and evaluated its performance via calibrated simulation.
■ We construct an approach for fusing multiple measurements from a single-pixel optical
sensor to form a cohesive estimate, taking into account both the sensor’s point spread
function and a priori knowledge of the field under measure.
■ We proposed a novel indoor testbed for evaluating the usefulness of a real-robot mobile
sensor operating among static nodes in a WSN over a repeatable thermal gradient.
10.4 Future Work
Each of the case studies undertaken in this effort suggests interesting lines of future work. We
group them into three categories, for each of the experimental parts of this thesis.
Model-Driven Sampling Our codling moth field study suggests opportunities for WSN tech-
nology to contribute to agricultural pest monitoring. A wide range of insects, blights,
fungi and so on can be modeled using easily accessible environmental indicators, such
as ambient temperature, soil temperature, and solar radiation. Agricultural areas are
often underequipped to monitor the presence of these pests, and traps that are deployed
may not be checked frequently. WSN approaches can enable reliable pest detection
with much higher response time as compared to traditional means.
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Data-Aware Efficient Communication Given the quantity of literature surrounding suppression-
based approaches to efficient communication, it may be interesting to pursue low power
network stacks that put the communication burden square on the transmitting node.
Low-power listening is one such approach for doing so, but it has seen limited use in
real-world environments due to accompanying practical issues. A suppression-based
approach that takes into account the full network stack may stand to deliver significant
power savings in ultra-low-power scenarios.
Hybrid-Mobility Sensor Networks Autonomous mobile sampling is a rapidly evolving field—
recent papers have proposed and validated in simulation a range of techniques sup-
porting massively scalable distributed coordination, online learning of spatial structure,
and so on. We suggest, based on the experience accumulated in the production of this
manuscript, that implementation on a real-robot platform, sensing real phenomena,
may bring additional insights.
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